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By reason of the fact tlrn t this review is pub;'ishecl in close rel al ion with
L;ASTROSOPHIE », its sister re1·iew (in the Frenc h bng unge), it !ins the
unusual advantage of poss essing a staff of contribntol's from a ll 1':111'ope:rn
countries, as we ll as the collaboration of tlie lead ing English au<l Amencan
writers in the subjects belonging to its special domain.
¢

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION-POST-FREE
England and colonies 10/ 6-Fnited S tat es of America.. .. . .. ...........
Countries outside postal acco rd of SLockliolm 70 fran rs Fl'ene li
Inside postal accord of Stockholm ...... . ...... .. ......... 60 francs Frnncb
France and colonies . .............. ...... .. ................ 50 francs Frencli

2.75

ADD RESS AS BELOW
ADVERTISING RATES. - Per pa ge, per insertion , GO/- (SJ5 .00); 1/z pag::>,
30/- (S 7.50); .1/3 page , 20/- (S 5.00); l/,1. p;:ig e, 16/ - (S 4.00); 1 / 6 page,

12/- (S 3.00);

%

page, 10/- (S 2.5 0) . Retlu ction on yea rl y contracts.

CHEQUES ON ANY BANK

INSTITUT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHt.GE
President : OREA E. WI>:DUST; Secretary : ]\[lie VAN WA LCllR J·::-.:;
Founder and Director : FHAN (;IS HOLT-1\'11EEL8R Ph. I>.
1) Publication. Tl1e Ins ti t11t e p11 bhslies « L 'AST J<OSOf'll ff, » tl1ti
lea cling ast rolog·ica 1, psn·hic ii 1:cl occu lt re1·iew in the Fl'e11cb
It i ..;
a!·so the pnblisl1er of THE
_
2) Horoscopes . - Tl1c lii s 1i1ute maintains a stall' for liig·h.g1 ·nde l11n·os<'n1••l",
on a stTict ly pcl'snnn l !in s is, no \\'Ol'k « in se 1·ics »being penuitled.
1rn1k
will not be con s idered. Four systems are emp loyed : a) tl 1e S('ieuti(k 8 _1,.;1 e111.
b) th e K11hl.Ja lislir SY>:ie1n. c) ! he
(AralJ il') S.1·sle111:rnd,.J1 1l1e
Symbolic Systems . Fol' fu ll detail,.; sec nd1·e l'li sing pag·e fa<' ing tl1is une.
i:l) Correspondence Courses.- (!1 1 J•:ngli sli urY1e11dJ) .
:11·,, a.: r.. 11""':
A . - ASTl{()f.Oi:Y, 70 lcss,,11.•
B. - OR.i\CCLJ\Il SCIE:N' f' ES : 1) Tl1e Tnrot, 2-± lesso ns; 2) P11re
Kabbalism, 24 lesso ns ; 3) lligli er Kabl.Ja lism, 2-± lesso ns.
Tbe Astrolog-icnl Co11rse is !iv i'nl' Lile most r omplele g· i1·cn iir- :111.1· 1·0111 111 ... .
It includes 10 sc l'i C$ of 7 lcsso 11s e;i1·l1, or 1) 1·e l' 150 pages in nil. Q111•s l i1111,.; :11e
attached to each lesso n, und se ri om; students onJ·y \\'il l be a"<·ep1e.J . T"'o
e:.aminations close lhe <·0111·se. Cel'Lific-: -les and tli1.Jo111as 11·iJI l;e gl'nuled t•>
successful carnliclatcs . The 011rse is divided tts follo11·s :

I. How' to Draw a Horcscope
2. Interpretatior - Analysi"
3. Interpretat;on - S1·nthesis
4. Esoteric Astr';]ogyS. The Progressed Horos-::o>ie

6. Primary Directions

7. Rectificat:on .
8. The Horn3::vt>e .)et.:i!ed
9. Advanced
10. Steliar
. Tbe terms fo_r tile whole_ course al'e T en _Pounds 0£ Fifty Dollars payment
.L

adn111ce or fnr e:H·!1 senPS 111 adr:tnf'e; 1f p;1.1· ment 1s rnnde liy s(·1·1ro,.;. 1.11'
te1·ms are £ 1. 4. Od. 01· Six Dol lar eac h. '.l' he Course is so t!Jorou!:\·Lt and
emhrarin.!! I hnl ni l sl 11d e1 1ts 11111st lie!!·in at I lie
Each of the Courses in the Oracular Sciences C'o11sists of 24 Iesso11s. Tl 1r
Terms. fo r
of tl1c con l'scs :nc l<\lln Pounils or T1renty Doi la I'S, payment m a chan('e. 1 E paymen t fo l' the " ·bole course is made in achance tl1e
terms will be 'J.'cn Pound s or Fifty Dollars . A certificate 1Yill l;e g·irc11 t.J
s uccessfu l sti 1de111 s.
Cheques or J\fo11ev Orders to Dr. Francis ROLT-vVREELER, Director,

111

IN3'1ITUT A8TR OLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE
CARTHAGE, '.tUNISIE, N. AFRICA.

,.

INSTITVT AsTIUJLDGIQVE DE CARTHAGE
TRIPLE HORO.SCOPE,i;

A horoscope contains two p1·incipal elements : 1) a detailed setting
of character and 2) an a nalysis of the i nfluen ces producing the events which
of
Whi:t
wia come into the life; Des tiny is the result of the
har.pens to us is only partly pre-determme\l; the decisi ve factor hes m FreeWill - our character and our conduct.
There is no true horoscopy without a solid diagnosis of character, and there
is no such thiner as a true half-diagnosis. Cl.leap and incomplete horoscopes,
or horoscopes
in series by formal methods are often apt to be misleading.
Every horoscope must be a detailed and individual piece of work, else it is
better to have none at all.
SCIENTIFIC HOROSCOPES
Condensed Natal Horoscope for a child, dealing mainly with
health a n cl occupation, 1 chart, ·a bout 8 p ages .............. . £1.10.00 S 7 50
Condensed Natal Horoscope and Progressed Direction for
the current year in aJ vance, character and probable destiny, 2 charts, about 16 pages .................................... £2.00.00 S 10 00
Complete Natal Horoscope, esoteric and pra tical. detailed
Progressed Directions for cunent year in advance, Fixed
Star chart, 3 charts, over 24 pages.............................. £4.00.00 S 20 00
KABBALIBTIC HOROSCOPES
Condensed Kabbalistic System, natal, 1 chart, 8 pages ...... £1.10.00 S 7 50
Complete Kabbalistic system. with Kabbalistic progression
for current year in aclvane;e, 2 charts, about 16 p ages . .. £ 2.00.00 S 10 00
SELENOLOGICAL HOROSCOPES
Condensed Selenological sys tem, natal, 1 chart, 8 p ages...... £1.10.0( S · 7 50
Complete Selenological systeru, with Progression for ctuTent
year in advance, 2 charts 16 pages ...... .. ................... £ '2.00.00 S 10 00
TRIPLE SYSTEM HOROSCOPES · "
,..
Conde.n.sed Scientific, Stellar, Kabbulistic and Selenological
Natal Horoscopes, 4 Cha rts, from 30 to 40 pages ......... £6:00.00 S 30 00
Complete and detailed aualysis of aH systems and all Progressions for the current year in advance, 7 chart.;, about
60 pages ....................... .. ........................ .. .......... £8.00.00 S 40 OC
Complete and detailed analysis as above, on bea.vy paper,
strongly bound in book form, wilh blank charts in each
system for ten years to follow, &u<l with frontispiece of
lllative's personal Kabbalis tic t a!isrn a n on p arnhment .. . £ 10.00.00 S 50 00
Progressed Directions to yea rly cli ents, lor the current year
in advance, 1 chad, aboul JO p ages . ..... . ..... . ... .......... . £2.00.00 3 10 00
Horary Charts and Interpretations (answers to special questions propounded, I·etter to contain date and hour when
decision was taken to seek advice) .......... .. ..... .. ........ £ 2.00.00 S 10 00
Birth-Hour Rectifications with a horoscope order .... .. ...... £ 3.00.00 S 15 00
Rectification required without a horoscope or der ............ £4.00.00 S 20 00
REQUIREMENTS
. In every case, Name,
Date, and Hour (exactly, if possible apprux1mately, at all events) of Birth must accompany the order. If a Kabbalistic
Horoscope is req:uired, the Christian. name (both baptismal and as commonly
used) must be given, and, for married women, the maiden name also.
bi.rth -ho.ur
be learned from parents, relatives,
:When the
fnends, doctor or midwife, Rectificat10n is necessary, a difficult matter. Ir
such case the order must be
the extra charge, a photograpl
(fuH-face preferred) and a hst of events m the life of the native such as
of death of parents! marriage, births of children,
sudden
illnesses, etc., that calculat10ns may be made from events to birth-hour.
Cheques may be drawn on any bank.

,.

FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER Ph.D.
Director: INSTlTUT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE
CARTHAGE - TUNISIE - N. AFRICA

ALL WORK DONE PERSONALL'i
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'KNOW YOURSBLr ':tWALL - CHARTS, £TC...
NEVER BEFORE IN CHART BUILDING bas such a STUPENDOUS undertaking been aecomplisuecl, as the creating of these «MASTERPIECES»:
Though self-explanalury, wlLll siue notes anu numernus Llirilling- illustrations
-at present \Ve lr CLl'J)J:; .A
KEY COUl't:>E OJ<' LEl::l!:::lON:::;,
A!:il:)ULUIEL'i. .FHJ:,K
DO .i:"OT lJEL..l.'l ORU.blH.i.\G. 'l 'h e
UH.BATE:::>T \JI>: U:.1 l11uk up ailu1·e mu1rny-1·ielte:i TO Ul1.A8l' lili OWLElJl H.

. J.
L'vLll l, --lL"
l'lWlJ0Cr101-.S DE
'XE,'A
, A.ETl)jTIC, SCIEJ: TIFIC, INSP IRA · ONAL. t}"or the
present, with Nos. 9 or 10 or 11 Charts, we include, absolutely free of charge,
a priceless Master Kl'y t:let of Le.ssons.
No. 8. Stevens Chart cf «KNOW YOUR BODY» and Zones, Vital Organs,
Gland·s, Cells, etc., with uotations. Male and Female Auras in colors. Polarization, Gonads, etc.
No. 9 World's MAS'lERPIECE CHART OF MAN, in Science, History
.a nd Symbology, 110 illustrations and notations gathered from the world'!!
librairies.
No. 10.
man and his Power Centers, Chakms, Auras, Colors,
Lotus Seals, Cosmic Rays, Ectoplasms, etc. (30 illustrations-marvelom
revelations.)
No. 11to14 inclusive (4 in 1) Cosmic Creation and Ascent of Man, 1etc. A
Masterful Creation-Prnfusely illustrated and described. :Natural, Occult,
Super-Scientific.
No. 16. The E. J. Stevens Chart of Human Zones, Organs, 10 fine ii.lusti-ations. Numeration and Sense Centers, Auras from the Nude of Male and
Female. Extra ordinary photo-engraved Auras. An invaluable Chart.
No. 16. The Great Family of Human Glands, including Endochrine (Ductless) their inner and extensive planetary relations, etc. (7 insert condensed
lessons). Magnificent aml the World's Greatest Gland Chart.
No. 17. The New and Practical Astrology, 4000 years of Wisdom-Two
eolar Families and YOU. (A Masterpiece). Aquarian Age Data, Value of a
ecore of books.
No. 18. Brains, Spinal Centers, 2 Great Nervous Systems, Adjustment
Le1Ssoru;, Metabolism, Cells, Atoms, Electrons Six printed lessons attached.
iNo. 19. N.B. Nos. 1 to 7, are our series of Anatomical Charts, No, 10 is
on the Tarot. Nearly 100 illustrations, etc. Prices 1/3 higher than the others.
reduced
OUR INTRODUCTORY Prices on the most Popular
from 10.00 dollars to......................................................... 6.50 dollars.
on each of the 18 charts.
OUR INTRODUCTORY Prices on the SmalleT size-12-15 to 16 reduced
from 6.00 dollars to.......................................................... . 5.00 dollars
(on each of above).
These are in de Juxe colors and cloth mounted, includes lesson attached or
detached all prepaid, insured. Non-colored at 1.00 dollar less.
Larger sizes supplied. If you order 1/ 4 dozen deduct 10 per cent discount.
In 1/2
20 0/0 off & 1 dozen 40 0/ 0.
N. B.-OUR CHARTS HAVE THE CHARM AND WEALTH OF THE
:WORLD'S BEST BOOKS. TARE ADVANTAGE OF OUR «INTRODUCTORY» OFFERS FOR YOUR SECTION AND YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
:WILL ENJOY NATURE'S Finer Forces!
· Why search through numerous libraries and thousands of books to secure
this wealth, when you can receive it at such small cost'f Remit for the charts
in. any convenient form. We pay postage and insurance.
Till..:

Add. E. J, S. STEVENS

COMPANIES,

242 Powell St., San Francisco, Calif., U.S.A.

CU R DUCTLESS GLAN DS
The world's greatest ·gland chart Illustrated

The following is a brief description of Chart Series 16 which
contains Anatomical, Mental, C erebro-Spinal, Creative, Astronomi-

cal, Physical, Astral, Cosmic, Electro-Magnetic and color aspects.
In compliance with urgent request s by the healing and educational fraternities, this masterpiece crea tion was co-operati vely executed by Ernest J.
Stevens, M. Sc., Ph. D., wh o was chris-tened by Luther Burban.k,-.cthe
Burbank of the Human P lant». Dr. Stevens is a life honorary member of the
Pan-Amer. Med. Ass'n. , an acti ve mem ber· of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science and varied Scientific, Occult and Metaphysical
associations, an author of several scientific works, also an artist and international lecturer . (In vent ed 35 color & Air for Science & Health). The following
seven condensed lessons are inserted on chart, between t he gorgeous picturei:: ..
1. GLANDS, 'f HEIR COLORB AND BASIC URGES, etc ...
2. GLANDS, THEIR U SES AND FUNCTIONS, LOCATIONS, etc .. .
3. HUMAN PLANET (BODY) AND PLANETARY M:ETALS, etc .. .
4. PREDOMINATING COLORS. IN GLANDS AND PLANETS, etc .. .
5. SEVEN GREAT NERVE C.EN rERS (« CHAKRAS »),BRAINS, etc ..
6. SEVEN GLAND DYNAMOS AND LOTU S SEALS, etc, etc ...
7. SEVEN GLAND ELEC'lRO-MAGNETIC CONTROLLERS,
..
With the assistance of rewg uized exp erts a nd af ter years of patient research, this chart has been createJ and has a lready been pronounced the finest
GLAND CHART ever prnduced . It is, in fac t, an encyclopaedic creation anri
all advancing students of Nat ure, and of progr essivP {bought, will hail this
invaluabie contribution.
This combined color Chart, Cailendar and Map, comes in three sizes,
mounted on fine linen :
SPECIAL I NTRODUCTORY PRICE$ :
12 x 16 inches, 3.50 doll ars In Colors : 5.00 ·do ll ars.
18 x 22 to 24, 5. 00 doll a rs In colors was J0.00 doll ar s, Now 6.50 dollars..
40 x 50 odd l n color s a 11 11 with B.-ollei·s an d g lazed (Reduced from 50 dol.)
35.00 dollars Plain 25.00 doll ar s.
(Reduced F r . 50 clo ll ars) 35.0u clo llars ·P lai n 25.00 dollars.

C ATARRH· FLU <GRI P.>

GASTRITIS

--

A STHMA

--

C O L D S

--

ETC.

We include a 9" x 61/z pJ;1 tc rn six color s en tiLled Blood Formation,
Absorption and Circnla Lion.
- For all nose, thrnat an d chest troub les (anu sttJmach) order t he thrice
intem ational gold medal awarded

STEVENS BALSAM POCK E T S ANlTARIUM (Made of Hard Rubber)
for inhaling use-safe a nd sure cu re and prevention by inhalation
in Nature's meth od.
Nature 's Balsam Air Inhalations
A perfectly natural as well as scientific «aid to natur e» me thod in accordance wit h Natu re's laws, and a t infi nitely less expense l b a n having to live
at or near a«health r esort built up in the pines or ceclars».etc. for a week or so.
GOES

T O

THE

ROOT

O F

..

Stopped-up Noses; «Frog-in-the-Throat ;» Nasal Discharg·es; Hawking and
Spitting ; Snoring at Night; Bad Breat h; Frequent Colds and Catarrhal
(Indigestion) Conditions of the Stomach ; Difficult Breathing ; Smothering
Sensation in Dreams; Sudden Fits of Sneezing; Dry Mucus in Nose ; and
any of t he other symptoms that indicate approaching or pr esent Catarrh,
Inflammatory and Congested membranes and growths back of the nose and
throat caused by Stomach and Cat arrh. Exceedingly popular among· Singers,
Actors and Speaker s.
An inexpensive and delightfd treatment.
Balsam a plenty and directions included for this magazine's readers-$3.00.
You will be satisfied Nearly 100,000 sold. NO FAILURES REPORTED.
N•ever gets out of order - Clean and alw:.ys ready for use
(Satisfaction or money back)
Remit in any form you like to--

DR. ERNEST S. STEVENS, M. S,, PH. D.
242 Powell Street,

San .E);an.,;isc.l CAliforn;!l.,

lISA

HOROSCOPES
TRIPLE SYSTEM
The most

EXCLUSIVE

and t:horouah horo.scopic .

vvo :·k done by any Institute

For details, see advertising page facing front cover.

CORRESPONDENCE

COURSES

Extensive, detailed am! profound teaching in :
ASTROLOGY (Exoteric and Esoteric); .............. .. .... 70 lessons
ORACULAR SCIENCES (Tarot, Kabbalism; etc)...... 72 lessons
For fuM details see inside front cover.

GRAPHOLOGY
Highly special work done by a member of the Institut Graphologique Je
France; either high-grade graphological portraits, or a course in Graphology
can be arranged by request.
CONDENSED GRAPHOLOGICAL PORTRAIT......

Half a guinea or S 2.75

FULL GBAPHOLOGICAL PORTRAIT.................

One Guinea. or S 5.50

Address : Pro/. G. BEVRET St BRICE
lnatltut AatroloJique de Cartha!•
r

l

ri

,1

. -CAR.THAGE -

TUNISIE -

N. Africa

TALISMANS
Prepared upon virgin parchment (the actual skin), and on the day and
hour propitious to the consultant (for which the necessary astrological
oulation must be made), Kabbalistic talismans will be provided as follows :
Planetary talisman, free with Six Guinea or Fifty-Dollar triple horoscope.
Planetary talisman, either accompanying horoecopic work, or separate.......................................

One Guinea, or S 5.5Q

Zodiacal talisman, double, framed, separate in
every oa1e.. •• . ••••..• •. . .. .. . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

One Guinea, or S 5.50

A1 thue talismans must be prepared specially for every applicant, place
date of birth (hour if possible) and sex of consultant must be given.
Cheques (on any bank) or International Money Orders to

Dr. FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER
Dlreotor: lnstltut: A.st:rolo2ique de Cart:haee

CARTHAGE -

TUNISIE

N. AFRICA

STUDY 'FOR

D}:GREE

of
Docto1· of Psychology (Ps. D.)
Doctor of Metaphysics (Ms. D.)
Doctor of Divinity (D. D.)
Either by correspondence• in the quiet of your
own home, or by resident class work in Indianapolis. Write for further information.

College of Divine Metaphyaics Inc.
Dr. William H. WOODFIN, President
Dept. Sr. Denison Hotel BuiMing
Indianapolis, Ind. U. S. A.

Psycho - Graphology
A

Study ot RAPHAEL SCHERMANN . By Ba '"'h
'"'er
A little
with a gathering of crit ics aro und
him, read «visions» from handwriting. He vVa8
Raphael Schermann, the Vienna « '"'izard » of
Graphology, the science of script . Pu bid. at 3/G
Offered, new at 'f!/ 4, post free 011 npprovaJ. ·

The VI & V I .I .Books of
th e wond-:: rfol
or Moses' Magical Sp irit-art. Known
art of the old wi se Hebrews, taken from the
Mosaic Books of
C.ib :lln and the Talmud for
the good of mankind. Trans1<1rcd from t he Germ.an, word for '''Ord, aceordi11g- t o u ld ·w ritings .
\Vith numerous cugravings.
,

Offered at 4

I4

Both Books sent on approval. -

post frC'c
Q uote oiler 225

FOVLES

II --·

FOR
occu L-r BOOKS

Charing _Cross Rd. LONDON. W,C. 2 -

I

Assist Nature to Regulate The Endocrine Glands!
•:•

(+

•+•

+:+

+
+
+
•:+

The several Ll10 11sn 1Hl
of mnuki 111l may be
to •:•
eith er of t wo eo11 dit ion sa cidity, 11r ex.t rc1nc alk:i.linity.
A kind ly hel'i i h:i s i.ec n usp tl J " r nges Io eo 111t! c>rnP I cxc ess i\'C aeicl i. ty
iu Lb e hlo oil , and lo nid Nn L11ru i11 rns lori11 g tht' ha ln1H' <l in a natural •:•

•!•

rnan ner.

Become y nun °r 1· 1 Hc 0 ·ni 11 ·011r li o11 va1H·v
yonr 1·il11li t..v, nncl
strength . DRrNK ) J•; l{ P,_\ \' I ii.\ !
·
· '
Send one 1loll;1r l'" r a 1111>11t l1's snpply o F Ye rli aY ida. You will find
this wond e rJ'nl hei l' l'il g-e ;1 1leli1·i llu,; s uhslil ul e for {; .· ;111 il rnlfoe .
Served iee-r old wi lh lemo n, it is ai1 im·orn paralilP 1lrin k .
Sernl for ]•' rec Cin·uln r

<>:•

•!•
•!•
•!•

•!•

+
YERBAVIDA COMPANY
•!•
+
LOS ANGELES
233 South Broadway
CALIFORNIA •!•
+ This is not a Physic, a Drug, nor is it Habit-Forming +!•
•)
+++++ ++++++++++++++++++++
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Th1'
You are troubled ahout something
-as each ancl every one of ns is.
W·h at is your problem 1 Are you worried about business 1 Do you need
mon ey¥ Is your b ea:lth fai lin g'1 Are
you unhappy in your domestic 'life 1
Is it some intimate ma Lter of love
aml marriage that concerns you 1 Are
yon feeling old :mcl larking in 1·ig-or
Perhaps your prnhlem Reems hopelesR to you. Yet· its solntion may he
easy to· the vast powers of your unronsC'ious minrl. SIPep n pon · it. And
while you sleep, let the PsvC'ho-Phone
direct your unconscious mind-to the
very encl that you desire. Thi s automatic suggestion machine has h el peel
many others to ti nrl the way to wea;lth, health a nrl hapnin ess. Let it
apply the working prin ciple of the
Supermen to your own personal problem. R.eacl these typical expresRions
from user s :
«It greatly increased my vigor»-«!
have overcome a great fear and inferiority comnlex»-«ln two months is
cured me of constipation and doubled
my medical practice»(from a doctor)
«It made me look much younger and
greatly increased the growth of my
hair»- «MY salary increased from
200 dol. to 318 dol. ner months»«,In six weeks it increased my husband' s salary ui.l 0/ 0>>.
Send for Free Booklet
HffTND POWER"
Thi s unique booklet may open your eyes to
vn st hi clden powers for nchieYem ent and h appin ess . It may point the way to the r ealizntion of y01n fo nd est d1·eam s n n cl a mbitions .
Aliovc rtll, i t tells how you m :iy bring to bear
t.h e
c reative fo1·ces of th e uncon sci ous
mind to Rolve you1· personn.l probl em s n.1\d win
your gon.l. Ma il t11e coupon, 01· wr ite, for tl10
hooklot «MIND POWERn-NOW. If yon
rn r e to clo RO, rnent.ion, in Rt ri ct co n fi clence .
yo t11· parti cular problem or n eocl s .

THE PSYCHO-PHONE C0 , INC.,
103 Lafayette St., New -York, N. Y.
Mail This Co11pon

Psvcho-Phone Co., Inc., Deut. 33.
103 Lafayette Street. N ew-York, N.Y.
Kinrlly sencl me, without ohligation
my free ronv of «MTND POv\TER»
explai ni ng the unrealized powers of
my nn cons<'ious mincl-and how they
mav he apoliecl t.o mv own special
problems through the PSYCHOPHONE.
,
Name ... ......... .. .. ........ ......... ........ .
Acl·clress .............................. .
Town ............ ....... ........ State ...... .

HERE IS YOUR FIRST GR.EAT
TEST. Will your souil RECOGNIZE
the genuineness of this invitation,will
your faith carry yo u over the portal
aurl wi'll it persist until your human
stren g·th is stimulat·ed and aided by
the. cl::iwning r ays of Divin e Light far
rl own the
Or. will, at that criti<'al moment of decision, your material mind, trained so long in the
schools of ig·norance ancl superstition,
drown out the inner voice, and refuse
to accept Truth b ecause she may not
appear in tl1e ma nn er ancl garb expected. TIDS FIRST TEST OF
YOURS MARKS ONE OF THE
MOST
DRAMATIC
MOMENTS
POSSIBLE TN YOUR LIFE.
Masters trained in the Secret Lore
of the Ao-es can now be contracted
fo r personal, pri vate help and «uidance in a11 yonr problems ancl affairs.

For the Advenced enf Worthy
a Master will b e assie:ned to show the
«Path of Power» and p ersonally aid
in the development of the Inner Faculties, bringing to your aid m'iP"hty
Forces of t he Unseen Worlds.

are made in acco rdance with Esoteric
Tradition s. If you are sincere and
neecl aicl ancl gLlidance, or wish to
learn the «Path of Powen, simply
wTite and ask for Light.

Friar Vasvana
SCRIBE OF THE '.BROTHERHOOD

P. 0. Box 676

Tampa, Florida
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You can make them
s 'T' F{_ C> 1'l" G-

WITHOUT

l

THEY MAKE A SUCCESS
SO CAN YOU

SPECTACLES

OPEHATION
or MEDECINE

If your Eyes are affected you neecl our
Book on « Eyes >>, describing a ha rm less
method by wh.ich you can strenirthcn Lhe
eyes a.ncl .improve t h e v ision w ith out operation 01· the aid of chugs or g in s'"" · It
is in the nntnre of n gentlC' ma.ssuge wltil'h
stimulates the action of th e hl<ind in the
eye ai·tcries, with th e 1·esu It f,h1\.t natn rn]
s ig ht is r es t:orecl, n11cl J·he ey<•s hee0me
vai·11lessly and suTc1y mouldecl to no .. :na l
By this m eans n ea r -sigh t, fnr-s ig ht, astigmatism, nn cl ot.her dcfC>ctf: arc t·o 1Tcctecl.
Xou can di scard your glasses and connt.eract h ea.clache and eyest.rain hy five minutes manipul ation dn.ily in you r own
home.

See Nature with naked eyes- not
through glass windows.
A 1/ - BOOK on the «Eyes» FREE
This b ook is \lllbli sh ed at 1/ ·, but its
co ntents are of su ch v ital importance to
a ll sufferers from eye d efects t hut we
have decid ed to g ive n way 30 .000 copies
at cost. Safegua1·d your sigl1t and send
y our n ame and address with 3d. (fLbrnad
6 foreign) postage s tnmps for exp en ses.
Address Publi shern :

NEU-VITA (Dept. DC. 11)
55-78, Central Buildings, London
Bridge, London, S. E. 1, England

This book gives shortest, most accurate
methods of how to use

YOU.I{ OWN POWERS
to the best advantage; gives possibilities on any subject relative to huma n
life;
Mental,

Physical and

Qualifications,

etc;

from

Business.
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birth.

Price Fhe Dollars
Literature and Magazine Free
on request

ESOTERIC PUBLISHING CO.
APFLECA TE, Calif. U.S.A.

KNO'\V"ING PEOPLE
America's Authority on Scientific Character Analysis and Self-Development .
Departments conducted by experts on :
PHRENOLOGY
NUMEROLOGY
GRAPHOLOGY
PALMISTRY
ASTROLOGY
PSYCHOMETRY
SAJ:\l[PLE COPIE 8 0 1 REQUEST. i::htbscription pl'i ce in E ngland 5s. per
year. H as featured excl usi1·e a l'ticles on Signa tu l'eR, I nsanityy, Social BackSliclers, Feebl e-lVlincl ccl, PaJ l1ological In<li catioo s iu IInndwriting, Symposium
Analyses (a single inclivi.dnal analysed by six cliffere11L e:>..1Jel'1.& working independently), Roya1 and Histori ca l Pcrsonnages, etc., etc.
In tbe Un i ted SLates - One Dollar per year
Edited and Published by D. :S. LUCAS
Mr. LUCAS is America's foremost Graphologist He performs analyses of
character from the harnlwriting· of client s. Has 2.) .000 intli viLlu a l clients.
:Many 'l arge ins ti tu tions au cl corporations w bo u ti Iize bis ser vices in husine.ss.
Fees 10s. - lL l s. - 27 2s.- 3L 3s. including Vocational Resume ancl sug-gestiom; for self improvement.
HANDWRITING AND CHARACTER
Mr. LUCAS book on Scientiiic Handwriting A nal ysis jns t off the presses.

D. B. LUCAS, Post Office Box 166, Birmingham, Michigan (a Suburb of Detroit), U.S.A.

COURSE IN

ESOTERIC
K-A BBALISM
The lnstitut Astrologique de Carthage announces the issuance of
most complete and profound Correspondence Course in Kabbaw
lism ever yet prepared.

THE HIDHEN TEACHING
Emphasis is laid upon the fact that this Course is for serious students, and while it is treated with directness and simplicity, it is not.
superficial. No book at present published covers all the ground copitained in the Course.

I. THE TAROT
(Occult Philosophy and Higher Divination)

II. KABBAJ..ilSM
(The Secret Tradition of Hebrew Lore)

III. HIGHEH I\.ABBALISl\I
(Esoteric teaching from ancient sources)
These three Courses contain the gist of much Hermetic teaching, of
Occult Geometry, and of Numerology (conservatively treated). The
very nature of the subject gives it a vivid and . popular appeal despite.
the scholarly treatment.
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the Best Health Magazine.

Medical Talk
fer the HOME
The official o:.- gan of the Nature Cure Institute, M uttra. It
would save you the heavy doctor bills and put you on Nature's R oyal Road to H ealth, Success and H appiness.
Ann u al Subscription, Sh . 6 /-

Specimen Copy sent free.
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39 Thayer Street

The Secretary General
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Box 341, Plattsburg, N. Y.

THIS SHOULD INTEREST YOU I
mo you know you owe it to yourself to learn the laws of mrediumship ?
I gnoring them does not save you from obsessing influences. Very few insane
p eople have any knowledge of occult fol'Ces-statistics prove this. Some of
the gTeatest tragedies of history have been the result of ignorance of this
vital
Learn how to unfold your psychic and mediumistic
faculties ; how t o protect yourself from undesired astral in:liuencei!!many of whom impersonate great masters and deceive the student. Only by
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knowledge r ather than prejudice or ig·norance. Th e SPIRITUALIST
MONTHLY B. r . is a sane, diversified teacher of occult facts. A consistent
study of it will illuminate you. Sample copy 20 cents. 2.00 dollars one year;
2.50 dollars foreign. Published by

CROS SLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY
1740 West Sixth St11eet,

L os Angeles, California, U .. S. A.
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Reflections
HE TIME is fully ripe when a careful consideration
should be taken whether or no Occultism should be
ranged under what are known as « the academic
sciences », such, for example, as may be found on the
curriculum of any established university.
It is a matter of common knowledge that the origin
of Occultism is lost in the mists thai enshroud Man's
first kno.wledge, that Occultism held the proudest place in the wisdom
of ancient civilisations, and that it has ever maintained an honoured
stand among the leaders of thought. Its brief eclipse, during the
latter centuries of a superficial materialism, is now nearly past, and
the returning light illumines new horizons, themselves rendered all
the clearer by the discoveries that have been made by the material

T

sciences.

Yet, before occultists can justifiably claim that (he study which
holds their esteem and affection should be classed ampng the acad- ·
emic sciences, they should be in a position to set for th with clearness
and '.decision what is the scope and the domain of « the Occult
Sciences ». It is far from sufficient to declare that « Occultism
begins where Science leaves off », although this is quite true; it is
equally unavailing to describe the studies as « secret knowledge »,
for the double reason that that which is truly secret cannot be revealed, and that if it be a knowledge exclusively confined to candidates
for initiation, then it cannot be proposed for general stud11.

.

.

,

...
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Undoubtedly the difficulty lies in the lack of a definite prolegomena for the classification of the Occult Sciences. Rene Kopp, among
others, has given valuable suggestions along t'his line, as have Gobron,
Schack, Myers, Woodfin an'd others.
Hlithout going into too much detail, it may be suggested that <1.the
occult arts and sciences» should include : 1) normal, sub-normal,
abnormal and supra-normal psychology; 2) psychical phenomena
possibly dependent on extra-normal powers, including such studies as
telepathy, telekinesis, and radiesthesia (auras,. human radiation,
thoughtography, rhabdomancie (etc.); 3) the laws of correspondences in the different planes terrestrial and extra-terrestrial, including
exoteric and esoteric astrology, symbolism, the symbolic of numbers
and of geometrical figures, the exteriorisation of character as evidenced in the human body,. such as physiognomy, chirology, qnd by unconscious reflex - graphology, the whole comprised in the
study known as < the doctrine of signatures »; 4) studies in comparative religion, but more especially in the gnoses, the esoteric meanings
and the mystic elements of religions, such as Gnosticism!, Kabbalism, Soufism, Pythagoreanism, Neo-Platonism, Hindu Theosophy,
and the apocalyptic and mystic writings of all the great faiths; 5)
study and experimentation in the occult pragmatic sciences with especial attention to the phenom,ena which lie beyond the realm of pre« scientific > knowledge, such as astral projections, extrusion of
personality, levitations, and healing at a distance; 6) a close and
sympathetic investigation of all the phenomena generally classed as
« spiritistic > or « spiritualistic », and,. f ollo,wing thereupon, comparative study of all teaching which may have come from some superhuman source, or from a source which is human but on a different
plane than our own,· 7) occultism, properly so-called, dealing especially with mystery and the Mysteries, including occult cosmology,
occult chemistry and physics, and particularly H ermetism as embracing all philosophy and science in a system of which alchemy is one of
the seven keys; 8) the application of these different principles to
'divinatory and oracular processes, embracing forms such as the Plates
of the Tarot, number prediction, veridical dreams. and .the problems
of the Fourth Dimension - where Time ceases to act as a stable
factor; and 9) the purely spiritual, religious, ritual, mystic and magical states which are dependent on the foregoing principles, or are
themselves the ' leading causes.
It is very evident, therefore, that the phrase «the occult arts and
a very wide field! and that
af the.
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present time hold a very special interest, far greater than that o1 the
academic sciences,. of which most of the principal lines of endeavor
have been thoroughly explored. The occult sciences call for pioneers,
for the open-minded, for those whose inner selves are receptive, and
such Workers will find therein the richest field for discovery.
The question of the establishment of a University entirely specialized for the Occult Sciences has frequently been raised, and the
idea becomes more concrete when considering such a brief classification as we have given, but it may be inadvisible t'o undertake this too
rapidly, though it' is not too soon to lay plans. It should be noted that
part of the work suggested is being done at the present time, either in
the psychological ,departments of the great universities, in the psychiatric branch of the medical profession,in societies for psychic research,
in spirit circles and by the private investigations of many thinkers who
follow the imperishable line of those who seek the Truth.
The most urgent present need is that the Occult Sciences be admitted to the programmes of the leading universities, and to this end,
perhaps the best method is that of creating a chair of the Occult
Sciences in at least one of the leading universities of each country.
St'udents, who have thus secured a fundamental working knowledge
of this group of sciences, might thereafter fallow their studies in a
highly specialized institution, whether this latter be named a Centre,
a College, or a University.
There are several reasons why Ancient Carthage might be chosen
as the place for this College or University, and the fact that an Occult Centre is in process of ;development here may be taken as an indication of the striking opportunity which may present itself for the
future.
•

tprtbictions
Readers who have been fallowing closel:y the Predictions in
« THE SEER » or in our French edition « l' Astrosophie » cannot

have failed to not'e the striking fulfilments of our Forecasts.
We desire especiall}) to call the attention of our readers to the
predictions for last month. In _the first -paragraph, dealing with matters
in general, rather than with countries, We specified that the lunation
was of special interest b}) reason of its relation to certain Fixed Stars,
Scheat and M arkeb. This, We said, might presage three important
• - •' -·· -· ·- - ·- ····-···- w""'f
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1) « A · serious accident, possibly at sea ) .
2) « The death or the imminent death of some person in occult
>.

3) « Increased transit facilities post service >.

possibly a Trans-Atlantic air

Word for word, ever]) one of these three predictions has been fulfilled.
< The serious accident, possibly at sea » was fulfilled to the
letter by the sad accident to the « Viking :», a vessel
specially fitted up to take moving pictures of the seal fisheries,
and which was blown up by a terrible explosion on board, 39 persons
having lost their lives, including two of the American cinema producers. The explosion happened less than 48 hours before the lunation
itself. There was also an explosion on the River Yang-tse in China,
when the liner «
» blew up, with a loss of 200 lives.
1: The death of some person in occult circles » is ·all too w11happily
realized b:Y the death of the Revd. Vale Owen, the great English
spiritualist leader, the « scribe :» of the « Vale Owen script >,
generally regarded as one of the most striking and powerful mediums
for < automatic » or « inspired » writing that has ever been seen.
Though not as much in the public eJ)e as Conan Doyle, his work was
on a higher plane and his influence was far greater. His death, also,
came just at the lunation.
The third prediction fell just as true. On March 20, the very day
after the lunation, the French Chamber of Deputies - to the surprise of everyone - renewed its subsidy of the « Aero-Postale
an important banking and aviation project to establish a regular postal air service between Europe and South America.
Not a single one of these predictions could have been foreseen,
and astrological students of m.undane astrology will do well to note
the importance of Fixed Stars upon the lunations.
In the FebruarJ) SEER, page 92 the following prediction was
made; Japan - Very doubtful and stormy period. Strikes and political disturbances. On the 1st. of March, close to the full moon of
this lunation (the period « feminine » of the month!) the Japanese
Chamber of Representatives, after a storm}) session and much
b:y militant Japanese suffragettes, granted the franchise to women in
municipal elections.
Not less striking is the fulfilment of a prediction dealing with social matters. In the last issue of THE SEER (page 141) the pre.f:P.a§ nia4e: Italy -

A generally favourable µi;-:> nth! a;:id

FULFILLED PREDICTIONS
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may be a royal marriage. On March 18, the eve of the 1una.tion, th.e

announcement was made, for the first time,
Princess lsobelle d'Orleans-Bragance to le
marriage to take place earl]) in April, exactl:y
·On t!ie
page, and continuing: Italy -

of · the engagement of
Comte de Paris; the
at the time forecast.

The colonial question
will com co the fore and colonial frontiers will be discussed. On

March I 3, Mr. Hender son, British Minister of F oreing Affairs,
announced that an impartial commission would be sent to South Lybia
to consider the question of the colonial frontier between the French
and Italian colonial possessions.
On the same page; Tunis and Algeria may figure in international
affairs in some m:inor way. Some royal visitor or state visit is indicated.
On the I 4th. March a flotilla of 8 Italian Destro]Jers made an offi-

cial visit to Algiers. On M arch 2 I the American Ambassador to
Franee paid an official visit to Tunis. On April 10 the President of
the French Republic will come with full sitaff and ceremonial for an
official state visit to Tunisia and Algeria. It is also to be noted that
the French Government has arranged to build 4,000 model villages
in North Africa, in the pursuit of a wide colonisation project.
Rather a curious fulfilment is the fallowing: F ranee - Some
important development in the amusement world. The prediction bore
upon the cinema, but the actual f
was along the line of betting and gaming. The Chamber of Deputies authorized the reopening
of the Casino at Enghien ; the cit:y of Paris has authorized the establishment of betting booths all over the cit:y for the Mutuel :Urbain >
(horse races) ; and a proposal has been officially put before the City
Council of Paris b:y M Mariette, one of the Councillors, to found a
monster Casino at Paris to outrival Monte Carlo. The proceeds are to
be used exclusivel:y for the poor.
In the predictions it was stated that conditions of labour would bt
worse in England and better in German]). The reports made in
March, for the month preceding, showed an increase of 16,916 unemplo:yed in England, and a decrease of 19,000 in German)).
On the same page a reference was made to disturbances started
b1.1 H indu students. Troubles have been reporte:d from Bombay and
L.ahore, but the strangest result is a repercussion in California. As
a result of stress over the rights of passioe resistance in India, 13
H indu students have been murdered in Cal if ornia universities, the
latest befr1g at Sacramento .
Several other examples of predictions fulfilled during the present
month have. been omitted for lack of space.
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iD.cmas
BOON CLARK
"Dema• ha• lo1•111aken DJe, having loved thl• 1u•e•ento world
and Is dcpartell to The11s alonlca"

(Col. iv 14)

Demas, in his home in Thessalonica,
Prosperous and honoured by his fellow-men,
Successful in the devious ways of commerce,
Shrewd with his bargains, ready with his pen,
Keeping accounts pleasant to write and read,
Trading with caravans and ships at sea :
He leans against his seat, and meditates,
While stars come out, and shadows bulge and flee.
His thoughts go to the years before he came,
Anon, the quive ring shadow on the wall
Thrown by the oil lamp 1s golden flame,
Looks like the stoopir.g figure of old Paul.
Paul, with whom he had « laboured » like the rest,
Before « this present world » with jewelled finger
Had shown him the Material was the Best,
And bid him take his chances, and not linger.
Showed he was wasting his superior powers,
And wooed him with seductive, fluting voice,
To leave his common work and weary hours,
And take a place more lofty, and more choice.
His meditation leads him to those times
When, gathered with the followers of the Lord,
Himself one of a group around the Man
Who first had brought to them the Livin_g Word.
Paul takes the unleavened bread, and thin red wine,
And giving thanks, shares it, and the sublime
And awful memory of that Holy Feast
Comes and destroys his boasted earthly peace.
He has « this present world », but what beside ?
What hopes of heaven, when earth has ceased to be)
He left his ploughshare by the furrow's side,
Chri$t tells his soul « Thou art unworthy Me. »

.fnuourablt

for

1931

NOTE. - By reason of repeated requests from readers, these analyses of
favourable datet1 have been· classified. They are general, of course; the datu
especiall.y favourable to each person must be calculated from bis or her horoscope.
For indications prior to April 21, see the March issue of « The Seer ».

F

OR GENERAL PURPOSES. - Favourable Days and Hours. According to Solar, Lunar and planetary aspects, the most fay.
oumble days will be: Apr. 23rd. all day; 25th. morn; 26th even;
27th after; 28th morn; May 1st after; 4th a11 day; 5th after; 6th
morn; 9th morn; 14th morn; 15th after; 16th after; 19th morn;
20th all day.

Unfavourable Days and Hours. - Apr. 22nd after; 24th ttU day; 25th
after; 26th morn; 29th a.U day; 30th all day; May ird all d1ay; 7th all day;
8th all day; 9th after; 14th morn; 16th midnight; 17th even; 18th morn;
21.st evening.
ENGAGEMENT AND MARRIAGE. - FavourabLe Days and Hours for
matters pertaining to affairs of the Heart.- Best day of the month for a man
- May 4. Best day of the month for a woman - May 7; Other good da.ya :
April 25th morn; 28th morn; May 4th morn; 10th after; 14th morn; 20th
morn.
favourable Days and Hours. - Worst Day o1 the Month for a. l/[a.n May D Worst day of the Month for a Woman - Apr. 29 and May 2. Other
bad days Apr. 22nd after ; May 3rd morn; 10th after; 16th even; 18th morn.
T

BUSINESS AND FINANCE. - Favourable Day and Hours Best Day for
Finance - May 7. Best Day for Steady Business - May 14. Best Da.y for
New Venture or Speculation - May 12. Other good days Apr. 25; morn;
28th morn; May 11th after; 16th after.
Unfavourable Days and Hours. - Wiorst Day for Finance M.ay 9. Worst
Day for Steady Business May 15 Worst Day for New Venture or Speculation
May 17. ·other Bad Days. - Apr. 25th after; 27th morn; Ma.y 13th all dar;
18th morn.
VOYAGES AND LONG TRAVEL. - Favourable Days - Best Day to
start. Apr. 24 Other good days, May 1.0th 12th.
Unfavourable Days Worst day to start May 11 Other bad days Apr. 28,
May 20.
SURGICAL OPERATIONS. - Anange, if possible, between April 21 and
May 1, or between May 18 and 21. Favourable Days and Houn : .Apr. 28th
9 a. m.
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ARIEL VOLAC - Poet
The g·ift of poetl'y is most unusual in the native of this horoscope, tense,
full of imagery, aucl passionate. It is matter of special interest to note,
that, in this case, it is not so much the verbal gift of poetry which is.
to be noted, it is the veritable Self of the native herself which clamours for
supreme verbal expression,
.Astrologically considered, the horoscope reveals a striking conflict between the high subconscious self, (revealed in the fact that 7 planets are
in the Triplicities of Water and of Air the subconscious planes of the Persona.Jity and the Individuality, respectively and the very conscious personal self,
(revealed by the fact that four planets are in the sign of Scorpio). The mode ,
of this conflict and the natur·e of this expression is definitely shown to be
it1 poetry; Mercmy, the planet of expression, is in conjunction to the Sun,
which gives strength, in a favourable sextile to the Moon, which gives
imagination, and in trine to Neptune, the planet of poetry and music, in the
literary sign of Gemini. It is also to be noted that Aquarius, the sign of
originality and creation, is on the .Ascendant, and its ruler, Uranus, is in
House IX, the House of the Philosophy and of the Higher Mind.
It is not until one has carefully considered the above factors, summarized
in a single paragraf>h, that fully appears the intense interest of the horoscope
of this California poet. The four planets in Scorpio not enly indicate an
intensity of se:ir, but three of them are in House 8, the House of Death and
Desire, among them Mars and the Sun, both fiery elements. It may be said
tbat this does not necessarily indicate poetry, but the
student will
not fail to remember that House 8 is one of the occult Houses, dealing
with the Other-W:orlcl, and he will find a further clue in the Occult House
4, the House of « the End of Thing·s » and of the Larger Home. Here, then,
is a strange and alluring· complex of Desire, of that inner urge for Higher
and Secret Things which is known as Occultism, and of musical and
r1ythmical expression. It .is very unusual to find Scorpio expressing itself
in this way, but it gives to the horoscope its driving inner power. Save fo:r
the sextile to Mercury, the Moon is not strong, and its position in Capricorn
in House X seems to have a double meaning: the Saturnian influence gives
tlie steadinE)SS and measure which permits a mastery of the rnles of metre,
ancl it promises fame - late in life.
Students cf symbolic Directions will find crises of importance in Progressic.ns, all'd, to speak only of those which are to corp.e, there is a personal
c.1.isis at 33 years of ag'iJ, and a professional promise of great moment at
35 years of age. Students of the W.emyss degrees will not€ « Powe1· of
Spe_ech » on the Mid-Heaven, « Understanding of HruJlULn Nature > on
Ascendant, « Karma » for the degree on which is found Uranus, master
of the horoscope, while Mars -- a potent factor in this horoscope as Lord of
the Sign wherein is found the satellitium, is on the degree of « Magnetism »,
and Venus, planet of the Arts as well as of love, bas «Fever Heat» for the
chaFacter of her degree. 'l'he horoscope is a very remarkable one, and Will
porti·ays the intensity and vividness of color and of emotion which <iharacterise the works of this writer.
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JANDUZ
III
The Relro11radation

•I Mar•

\T

HEN Mars is in the Ascendant, or is the Ruler of
the sign on the Ascendant, then the retrogradation of
this planet, at no matter what time it may occur in the
life, will operate particularly upon the manifestations
of personal will.
If, at the moment of turning retrograde, Mars is in a Fixed Sign,
there is every likelihood that the native will persevere and :will remain
as hard as granite in the purposes or in the acts which he had begun
before the retrogradation went into effect. The wiH seems to double
back on itself, and - for good or ill - becomes unshakeable.
If, on the contrary, coming from a Fixed Sign at birth, Mars
passes into a Mutable or a Cardinal Sign at the moment of retrograd«tion, then the native is likely to be ready to modify his .:Oode of
action, new aims present themselves to him in the brightest colours,
and it may well be that he :will entirely change the manner of his
life at this time, whether it be in business, in sentiment, or in his
general m:ode of existence, according, to the Houses and the Aspects
which operate in concordance or in disharmony.
The horoscope on the following page illustrates the foregoing

'

factors.

Birth, masculine. August 1879.

.

The native was little troubled by any special interest in the opposite
sex, ( 1) yet, from his first meeting, he was greatly smitten by the woman whom he .was to marry six months later. Mars being in the
First House in a Fixed Sign, sesqui-quadrature to the Moon and
,Venus became
b!)fore maturity but was in d igr.it) at birth;
this did not prevent sentiment from declaring itself when broug'bt into action
J:>y
infl.uenc6!1.
-
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master of the Seventh House, at the same time in detriment, this
planet's influence tended always to lead the native away from marriage.
He married at the age of 43 1/ 2 years, at the tim,e when Mars
cnme retrograde, having progressed to an opposition with the Moon,

but approaching a sextile to the Sun, Uranus, and the Part of Fortune. At the same time Uranus, was the sub-lord of House VII, by
reason of exaltation, and this hurried matters.
It is worthy of note," here, that Mars in the 1st. House is under
the direction of two feminine forces: Venus, ruler of Taurus, and the
Moon in exaltation in that sign; also, that at the moment of marriage,
Mars passed into the sign of Cancer, its sign of Fall, under the
opposition of a Moon which was still powerful in House X in spite
of its debility. Thus it is easy to understand that the retrogradation
of Mars, added to other debilities, formed the determining factor
which modified the whole life of the native, and that by his own
will and desire.
In a feminine horoscope, if, after a. first marriage resulting in
9ivorce, Mars, as significator of the second marriage, becom,es
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t.rograde, it is highly probable that the second marriage will not take
place, and this by reason of a suspicious fear of men engendered by
the first marriage, and a certain ill-balanced resistance to marriage
ir.1 itself, which may take the form of a haunting fear that any future
llDion would be as unhappy as had been the first. This is all the
more surely indicated if Mars is in a Fixed Sign.
At first, this may seem to be in contradiction with what I have
already
to the effect that :when Mars become retrograde in a
Fixed Sign it hardens the will-power for all that Mars represents.
But, it is necessary to remiark that, in the 1st. case, Mars is in the
Ascendant or is master of the Ascendant, thus ruling the factor which
belonga to him, especially the will ; while, in the 2nd case. Mars is
the ruler of House VII and therefore represents a possible «event :.,

that of Marriage, and the planet's retrogradation applies especia11y
lo this fact, or to its non-realisation ,by the sole interve, tion of the

:Will.

Birth, feminine, August, 1894
This native, a woman of good
position, with an
ei1reeahl1
sympathetic, gay, clever with her fingers, marri-

1'-f
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ed her cousin, Venus being in conjunction with Mercury, lord of die
5th. House, but was forced to divorce her husband five years lat•,
his infidelity having reached a pass where it was impossible for her
to tolerate it longer without loss of self-respect.
From that time onwards, the native was asked in marriaae by
several eligible suitors, well-to-do and of sufficient social positioa,
and these proposals of marriage increased as she approached her
30th. year. Several times she had decided k> consent, but alway•
at the last moment she· declined, stricken with fear of a secoad
unhappy experience. Now, Mars became retrograde when &he was
29 years old, in Taurus, master of an intercepted Capricorn in the
7th. House, and acting on the purpose and on the will of the natin
by its sextile to Jupiter in the Ascendant.
So far as the « natural malignity :. of Mars is concerned, aad
especially where the question of sickness is concerned, it is of nlue
to observe that when an illness declares itself with Mars in the
Ascendant turning retrograde, and when, in its retrogradation, Mar&
transits the Ascendant, there will result a critical stage in the illnCi6,
but death will not result, not even though Mars be the Lord of the
&h. House, unless other powerful influences foretell the cloae of
life.

(To J,, continueJ)
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There are two things which every mall caa find if he 1ee1a for
one of them alone, but which remain impossible if ht seek for them
together. These two are God and Wisdom.

Sooner or later, we shall have to learn everything. It is better te
Legin. No matter what may be the line chosen, knowled&e it never
useless.

The lazy man will not hear, and the over-busy man cannot hear:
it is in the golden mean between these two that sensitivene8S to
Nature and to Higher Messages is found.
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Qtonctrning 1Hnancial
CLIFF TAYLOR
.
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HE FINANCIAL aspect of Astrology is, I rhink, one of
the divisions of the science that so far has not had the attention and pu.blicity that it deserves. The reason for this 'i i
undoubtedly on account of the lack of knowledge regarding
the operation of the various aspects in mundane maps, and in the
charts of the stock exchanges themselves. Several cases have been
brought to my attention where an affliction of J upiter· square Uranus,
or Sun square Uranus has been accomlpanied by rising markets, whereas one would be inclined to think that any evil aspect like the aforementioned would be operative on the downside of the markets. ( 1)
Upon the opposite page please note

chart giving the high and

low prices of a group of representative United States common stocks
for the past few months. This average of leading Industrial stocks
is called the

Jones Average, and it is a matter of special financ-

ial interest to see how the world depression has affected the market
values of high-grade Americam securities. A few characteristic astrological notations have been added at peak and at bottom points.

(1) There is no reason why Sun square Ura:nus !hould betoken a !allin1
market·; rather should it indicate a 5udden rise, but &.I!- unsound one. Tke

Editor.
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HE Survival League of America has been brought into existence through tlte efforts of Wm.. C. Hartman, editor of the International Directory of Psychic Science and Spiritualism. The
League will operate in affilati:m with The Survival League of
London, England, organized last year by Mrs. C. A. Dawson
Scott, as an International Movement in the interest of those who believe in
the demonstrability of Survival after qeath.
A National Council of I 00 has been formed for The Survival League of
America which embraces the names of many prominent individuals from otherwise divergent fields of thoug ht.
Among those on the Nation al Council are Astrologers, Rosicrucians, The·
mophits, Christian Mystics, as well as Psychical Researchers and avowed
Spiritualists. Their locations extend from Coast to Coast and Canada, Cuba,
end Mexico are also represented.
Ambitious plans are in hand for the future activities of this League, including an Educational Departement for students, Investigations of medium,ships,
Public Lectures, Publications, Seances for Members. A New-York headquarter will be established shortly.
It is intended to organize subsidiary State ·Leagues which in turn will
inaugurate Local Chapters in various Cities, and since membres are as ed
to subscribe to one Tenet only, that of Belief in the Demonstrability of Sur·
viva! after Death, it is reasonable to assume that thousands of believers will
flock to Mr. Hartmann's support in this project, as they can readly
on the
common ground of that platform, though holding otherwise, .different views.
Miss Florence Robinson Haven, formerly Executive Secretary of the American
S.P.R., is the Executive Secretary of the Survival League of America. All
communications should be addressed to Wm. C. Hartmann, the National
OrgaJJizer and Director, at P.O. Box 29, Jamaica , N .Y.

Satan's H umilit:y
The story is told that when some of the F alien Angels urged Satan
to attack Heaven a second time, the Tempter answered: « I dare
not, I might be victorious! A nd who would wish to · assume the
responsibilities of
»

.

i'lsyc H 1c

HENRI DURVILLE

I

N MANY COUNTRIES, and especiaUy in Italy, there exists
a widespread belief in the existence of persons whose mere
presence is malefic, even though this influence be involuntary
on their part. They are said to have the « Evil Eye », and
are usually known by the Italian name:· « il Jettatore ! »
In order to
this baleful influence, the most approved
method is that of the ancient Etruscans, pointing the hand in the
direction of the jettatore, usually with the forefinger and little finger
extended and the second and third fingers closed against the palm;
a forked branch of coral. a growth taken from the bosom of the Sea,
the Eternal Mother, is said to have the same effect, and is potent
when worn as a charm. How are we to look upon this belief which
may all too readily be taken to be a mere popular superstition, but
which, like all traditions, is not without il solid base of reality?
It is impossible to deny that certain persons, immediately upon
their entrance am;id a circle of friends or in a meeting, produce an
impression of uneasiness and sometimes of actual physical distress,
'which is not easily overcome. It happens - all too often - that these
same persosns are more conscious of their hurtful powers even than
are those with whom they come in contact, and are sufferers from
t:1eir own noxious emanations, of which the exact nature is not always
easy to be determined. It is but ignorance to deny lightly the existence
of the jettatores, but at the same time it is important not to allow
oneself to be too easily impressed or alarmed, and above all not to
ascribe this evil influence to any person whose appearance is disagreable, or who may be possessed of some natural infirmity which
produces a disquieting effect. It is thus that, in many countries, a
cross-eyed woman is straightway suspected of witchcraft.
When such a question arises as that of a suspicion of « the Evil
Eye » the first thing to be done is to exercise a strong self-control
and in nowise to aUow
to be rendered timorous by reports
v. h.ich may well be without foundation. Man has a natural
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to follow his first impressions, and, in proportion to the fe:w true
sensitives
who can count upon the justness of their intuitions,
there are many « impulsives » who allow themselves to be influenced
either by a handsome appearance or by some special ugliness, drawing therefrom unconsciously their motives for sympathy or antipathy. In many cases, the reputation of a jettatore is merely a reflex
of a certain widespread antipathy pro<:luced by his appearance or
his personality.
Human im:agination is too po:werful In its operations and too little
justified in its judgment to allo:w us to abandon ourselves entirely to
its guidance. Indeed we have devoted considerable study (1) to the
action of the imagination in organic diseases and in the right methods
to be employed in healing the same. The imagination, also, is given
to insist upon correspondences which may merely be superficial. The
mere fact that the presence of a certain man or woman may seem
to us to be dangerous or malefic, suffices sometimes to lead us to
attribute to this chance meeting all the minor difficulties or annoyances which may happen to us immediately thereafter, even though
there be no correlation between the t:wo groups of phenomena. The
supposed jettatore may be absolutely_innocent, yet if the popular
belief in his evil influences is strong, his mere presence may reduce
the credulous to a state of mental abaseffiient which will deprive
of their normal forces of reaction, and will thus subject them to the
very annoyances which, in a stronger m;ental condition, they
more easily have overcome.
None the less, even though :we find ourselves in a position to guide
any person of average reasoning po:wer who has too great a tendency
to follow the supposed warnings of a tradition which has been but
imiPerfectly understood, it is not so with everybody. There are many
cases of nervous :weakness which have a pathological origin, and
such people are apt to find some exterior cause for everything which
t appens to them; harassed by this fear they bend their backs before
adversity, they dare no effort to free themselves, and, in short, they
are disarmed and become impotent before a destiny which seelll$ to
them to be irresistible because of an occult origin. There is here a
ionQ of moral landslide against which we are able to strengthen
those who seek our help. (2)
(1) See: c Cours de M'-agnetisme personnel », by Henri Durville, pub.
Durville, Paris.
·
organiques
(2) Fondation Henri Durville, pour le traitement des
et psychiques. 64 Rue Charles Lafitte, N euilly-sur-Seine, France.

THE EVIL EYE
Others - and these may be classed as veritable neurasthenics - are not only biased by ideas with they may have gleaned from
books or in the legendary lore of oral tradition, they go so far
as to imagine that all the forces of the world are arrayed against
them. The most innocent persons, the most normal happenings, even
those things which are beneficial in their nature seem to these neurasthenic sufferers to be instinct with evil powers. These miay be
classed among the great group of « victims of persecution », a
condition which is by no means rare, and such m.ay often be better
helped by a wise use of therapeutic suggestion than by medicine for
nervous conditions. ·
Yet, though we may thus deal with cases where the fear of a
jettatore who is believed to be the possessor of a highly dangerous
evil power exists only in the tormented im'.aginations of these who
suffer, unhappily there
cases where this influence is very far
from being imaginary !
There are jettatores ! There are casters of « The Evil Eye »I
It is unquestionable that persons exist who are absolutely impregnated with unwholesome and even malefic vibrations, and, often
without knowing it, and nearly always without being able to prevent
it. such persons transmit the evil currents to others who may be
particularly receptive to such vibrations. As often as not, this condition is the result of tampering with supposedly occult forces and of
psychic experiments undertaken without having undergone the necessary preparation. I shall not be exaggerating if I say that such cases
come to us daily, and there is hardly a single case where we have
not be able to free the afflicted persons from the burden of evil which
obscured their whole lives.
In order to aid those who are over-susceptible to the influences em,anating from a jettatore - in other words, who fall readily under the
spell of the Evil Eye - the first action to be taken is the strengthening of their own personalities. If these unfortunate passives who are to be considered as sick patients - were in the full possession
of their forces, they would be able to resist that influence which
weighs upon them so heavily as to becorn:e a morbid oppression.
Unhappily they believe that the jettatore possesses in himself a
force which is actually irresistible. This is not the case.
The man who radiates forces which are definitely evil in themselves can only act upon those who have a diminished power of
resistance, in the same way that the power qf Ra·thogenic germs is
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confined to those whose vitality-force is below par. It is necessary,
therefore, that any person who believes himself or herself to be under
a spell cast by the Evil Eye should build up confidence anew,
should reestablish his personal influence, and should set in full flood
of action his own vital magnetism. When such person is in fu I personal health, he will be able to resist the force of any jettatore.
The caster of evil spells, who has become such by reason of his
unwise experimentation in an astral world where dwell impure forces
and entities, is often rendered acutely miserable by the possession of
a power :whith he has not desired. His own spirit is profoundly
contaminated. Wherever he goes, he wreaks har111i; and he suffers
hiII1;self from the harm that he bestows. How many times have such
sufferers come to us for healing! And how II1;any times have we
been able to free
from the psychic miasma :which they had so
unhappily attracted and which infected them so deeply that they
had become the carriers of infection to others!
For them;, as for their victims, it is necessary to restore a healthy
personality, to give them the clarity of inward peace which is the
first stage for a man who desires to live a life which is pure, given
to well-doing, and turned toward the higher ideals of existence. For
such it is especially necessary to give the sentiment of fraternity and
understanding, which will show them the way to peace, to force, and
to perfect serenity.

It is more trouble to drive a nail into hard wood than into soft,
but it holds better. The man who learns the most easily is not always
he who retains best what he has learned.

Spiritual exercis&.-.Jike physical exercise, builds up the character
,,s. well as the muscles of the soul. No man, yet, ever got too st;.' :;i:.g
to pray.

No man can be a slave to anything but his own body, for it is
_through the body that all
comes.

-
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llnsttn '1tommnnicant
SHEA HOGUE
HE PARSON was well-'liked in the little town. There
was little doubt of that, for, in conversation concerning
him, no one ever spoke of « The Reverend Mr. Ayre »
but always of « the Parson ». The less intelligent folk of
the place averred that he was « a little queer », but the phrase was
used indulgently, as one might speak of .a favourite child. Yet there
was nothing very extraordinary about him. He was a Church of
England (or Episcopalian) clergyman, with a firm belief in sane
religion and good manners, and a yet firmer belief . that the spiritual
element in Faith might be obtained by every one who truly desired

T
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He was a good preacher, in the moderate sense of fhe word,
though neither an orator nor an evangelist. He spoke with ease and
confidence, and his abundant good sense made him fully conscious
that a sermon which was just five minutes too long begot inattention
instead of instruction. He had one peculiarity in preaching, however.
Rarely would he let a sermon go by w" t out some reference to the
Divine Mysteries, especially the mystery of the Sacram-ent. A vainer
or a wordier man would have tried to « explain » this Mystery in
so-called scientific terms, but « the Parson » never did; a m,ore aggressive man would have tried to drum up communicants and thus
strengthen his parish, but this was not his way, either. · He was content to let the Holy Comm'union remain as a Marvel, a Mystery, the
Symbol Exquisite and the Great Remembrance to all those who
were able to feel it or to understand it.
Many people said he was « queer », as has already been stated.
This « queerness » had many aspects, yet, when analysed, the facet which seemed most to astonish his parishioners was the fact that
he seem:ed to believe what he said. For example, when he spoke of
angels - whether it were the visit of the angel Gabriel to Mary,
the vision of the Heavenly Host to the shepherds on the first Christmas night, er the High Entities who appeare'q to
Johp. in his Re-
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velation on the Isle of Patmos, « the Parson » spoke of such angels
familiarly and seemed to know all about them. As thus described,
the angelic visitants were not in the least like Sunday-school-card
vngels, but were Beings with a very
place in the scheme of
Creation, and with plenty of work to do.
Likewise, did « the Parson » preach about miracles of healing,
these did not seem to him to be isolated instances of some freak of
Nature that happened in G alilee ever so long ago ; they were but
well-authenticated examples of a spiritual force which belonged of
right to religious faith and which had in no wise died out. Without
cramming « modern miracles » down the throats of his congregation, he caused his hearers to understand that the Holy Spirit was
not an extinct species, but a Living and Eternal Force, Whose
powers could operate as well in a modern city as in Jerusalem under
the Caesars, and, indeed, had operated in every age and clime.
Very few of the great deeds recorded in the New Testament
seemed to surprise him. That Mary Magdalene should have seen
the Risen Body of the Christ in the Garden was quite natural to
« the Parson » - for the Risen Body had actually been there.
That Peter should have walked through the closed doors of the
prison was a little unusual, perhaps; were it to happen nowadays,
it rµight puzzle the keepers of modern-penal
yet Matter
in itself was seen to be a more difficult thing to explain than Spirit,
and, certainly, it was not half so potent. That Moses and Elias
should have com1e back to speak with the Christ on the Mount of
Transfiguration was, to this preacher, a palpable evidence that the
dead could come back, and if these two had done so, why not
others? All this, and much mlore, found a place in the rector's quiet
and won the ready acceptance of his people to the great
truths told in the Christian Scriptures.
Yet in
thing, at least, he really was queer, and it is of
one thing that we are to tell. Indeed, it is because the following series
of incidents actually happened to him that we have thought it wise
to give the foregoing brief pen-picture of him to the reader.
Herein lay his especial queerness. At every Communion Service,
after the paten had been passed to the last communicant, he took
one step further along the rail, and gave, or seemed to give, a wafer;
at all events, his hand made the requisite gesture. Likewise, when
he administered the chalice, he passed on to the vacant place and
tilted the sacred vessel as though to give the Consecrated Wine to
5omeone - who :was not there.
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The first few Sundays after .his arrival, a certain reticence res·
trained any of his parishioners from speaking of this -strange actoin.
However, one Sunday morning, after the service, the Junion War•
den - prompted by his wife - put the blunt question :
« Mr. Ayre. why do you seem: to communicate one extra person
every time there's Communion? »
The « Parson » looked quietly and very straightly at his quest·
ion er.
« I will answer, Mr. Stitt, » he said, « if you can show me that
you have a sufficient reason for asking. should not consider idle
<. uriosity a sufficient reason when spiritual matters are concerned. >
Several of the vestrymen heard the answer, and the Junior War·
den went home to blame his wife for subjecting him. to what he realized was a well-merited rebuke.
The choir-master, a good musician but a poor churchman, made
many facetious references to « the Commlunion Ghost >, but he
never spoke openly to the rector about it, and « the Parson :> never
paid any attention to statements which reached him at second hand.
A long time passed before anyone else ventured to touch a word
on the subject. Finally, one of the really faithful workers of the
parish, a woman who was known to be in true sympathy with the
higher interests of church work, mentioned the matter gently, stating
that many of the parishioners were troubled about it, and askini
him if he cared to say anything.
« Yes, » he answered, « I will say this. It is true. And I do so,
because of my own conception of the duties of a priest. »
This was not very explicit, and only served to enhance the poular
curiosity. As « the Parson » was unmarried, and as folk must have
some explanation for everything, it was not long before some romantic-minded member of the St. Andrew's Guild spread abroad a
touching and pathetic story that « the Communion Ghost » was
the rector's fiancee in his youth, and that he remembered her thus
at the altar at every Communion Service. It says a good deal for the
clergyman's character that gossip took this pleasant form.
Of course, in time, as such things will, this story, too, came to
his ears. But when the gushing young thing who told him waited for
an affirmation or a denial of this
which bridged the
two worlds, she received nothing but the gentle answer:
·« Stranger things have happened, Miss Welland. And each
one has a higher as well as a lower reason. »
The phrase · could not be regarded as explanatory, but Missf
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Welland would not admit to her friends that she had been rebuff ed.
though ever so gently, and so she let it be reported that the
man's answer had been « almost » an affirmation.
The years passed, and the momentary ceremony at the altar rail
came almost to be ignored or regarded as an idiosyncrasy. Even the
story of the « ghostly fiancee » was half forgotten, for « the
son » was no longer very young, and the early love stories of the
middle-aged are not interesting.
The story might have ended here, as do so many in real life, in
which the denouement does not come to pass, but the interesting part
of the case of Mr. Ayre is that the expected conclusion happened.
It was in late spring, almost early summer. One bright morning a
messenger came to the rectory with a note asking the parish clergyman to visit a woman, near to death, living some distance away. The
Parson read the
with interest and with some curiosity, for the
name was an unusual one, and he was quite sure that it did not appear
on the parish rolls. But the woman who had written the note asked
specially that he should bring all that was necessary for a Celebration,
o.s she had been bed-ridden [or years and desired to receive the Communion before her death.
In a few minutes, « the Parson » got into his
roadster,
and started off in the direction indicated by the messenger. After a
fairly long trip, the latter said:
« Better run your car up under that tree, Parson. Give me your
bag. We've got to go the rest of the way on foot. >
part very well, » was the clergyman's
« I don't seem to know
reply. « Indeed, I don't think I've ever been up here, before. »
«Likely not. The road into this valley comes from the other side »,
and the man' mentioned a neighbouring parish. « There isn't any
road through, this way. »
It was on the tip of «the Parson's » tongue to ask why the woman
had not sent to the priest of her own parish, but some instinct bade
him keep silence.
Not till nearly a.n hour later did the two men reach a small house
on the hillside. Outside the house was a table, spread with « a fair
linen cloth », and at right angles to the table was a bed, whereon lay
a woman, terribly emaciated and evidently sinking.
« The Parson » came forward hurriedly, and, the instant he
saw her, a light of understanding broke upon him. He would have
spoken, but his inner perception warned him of the nearness of the
end,
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Vesting rapidly, and using the shortened form of the service, he
the dying woman.
Thus, for the first time, did he have visible contact with the invisi·
ble communicant whci had knelt at the altar rail every service since
he had ministered
that congregation. In all the years, neither had
failed in that mystic tryst.
Feebly, but firmly, the woman joined in the responses, and, with
the final Benediction, her head drooped and her spirit passed other·
where. Not one word had they been able to exchange together, linked
in spirit as they had been over so many years.
It was not until some time afterwards that the parishioners observed
that « the Parson » no longer passed the elements to the Unseen
Communicant at each celebration. There was a little quiet wondering,
and, one day, the same woman to whom he had given a partial confi·
de_nce before, posed the question anew.
« There is no reason, now, why I should not tell you - » and he
told very simply how, from the first days that he had celebrated the
Sacrament in that church, he had seen a woman kneeling at the altar
rail to receive. « I knew she was not there physically, » he siaid,
« but who am I to decide that her astral self was not able to receive
the Mystery and hence to nourish and support the soul! And, most
assuredly, such things may be.
« A few weeks ago, » he resumed, after a short pause, « I was
called to see a dying woman out on the hills beside Wynn River -»
He stopped and glanced at his questioner keenly:
« You knew her, I see? »
« Yes. »
« Was she - was she married? »
«No; never. She - you will pardon me, Mr. Ayre? - she al·
ways said: « I am waiting ». We used to tease her about it, when
we were girls together, but it was a pitiful phrase to hear after she
had become ill and bedridden. »
« The Parson » looked straight before him.
« She did well to wait, » said he.
The old lady - she was a fine old lady of the old school - laid
her hand on the clergyman's arm.
«Mr. Ayre, » she said gently. «She was always very happy. »
·« It is kind of you to tell me that. But - I knew it. »
.Eor a,
f.9.!lljp.anion was surprised, for he had
her!
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definitely, that he had never exchanged a word with the dying woman
on the hillside.
T hen - or so it seemed to her - she understood.
« M r. Ayre, » she asked, wistfully, « have you ever given the
sacrament to her, in - in the church, I mean, since - since she
died? »
The answer came slowly, but with deep joy and conviction:
« Yes », he said, « once! »
. ' \ ' ..
'

Reverend Vale Owen
It is with regret for those who knew him that THE SEER records
the « transition » or the death of the Revd. Vale Owen, the scribe
of the great « Vale Owen Script», one of the greatest medium3 of
the present da}), especiall}) in automatic writing. He was for long
tim,e a sturd}) opponent of Spiritualism, but the development of hi3
gifts an:d the receipt of volumes upon volumes of « inspired » material convinced him of the reality of «spirit rrtesi.sages», and became
a world-lecturer for Spiritualism. Much of the value of his work is
due lo the high and ideal plane on which he lived and laboured.

If you wish to understand anything, you must see it in the light.
But Light is Divine.
W hat is « danger » to the coward, is « a change » to the courageous.

If a wise man has not learned to laugh or to
wise man.

he is not a

Do not lose your nerve! Dare to look into your own soul!
It is easy to harm others by trying to do their work; you will not
go astray in trying to do thoroughly your own.
It is no use to sow grain until the soil is ready,

'
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A. SAVORET

A YING thus covered the principal features of the Law
of Correspondences I will now deal with the practical
applications of the system as outlined in my previous article.
For practical application strong insistence should be made upon
the Hermetic. Rule : KNOW THYSELF.
An unfavourable tendency which can be traced in hand-writing,
revealed by physiognomy or set forth in the marking of the hand,
can not easily be challenged. It will therefore be necessary to counterbalance this unfavourable tendency by the intensive cultivation of
the opposing faculty.
Next may be considered the educational application: thus a father,
a professor, a teacher should understand his child or his pupil, in
order to be able to direct him morally and to give him a suitable
orientation towards a profession.
There is also a social application which serves as a base in practical
psychology. Every person who has other men in charge, whether as
foreman, officer, department head, and who knows the reflexes and
the characteristic reactions of each individual whom he must direct,
will know to speak to each in such wise as to obtain the best results
with the miniIIllum of antagonisms.
There is moreover a medical application : this may take the form
reflecting the morbid tendencies of each temperament in order to
prevent their manifestations and he should be advised of the correspondences of the Law of Signatures to all plants and all minerals,
so that he may employ these theurapetically to patients of corresponding types. The study of medical chirology has been actually undertaken by a number of doctors, and the same is true for graphology.
lriscopy, the examination of spots on the iris, offers very striking indications and Docteur Vannier, among others, who is one of the best
homoeopaths in Europe, uses this method daily to confirm his diagnoses. Physiognomony also gives convincing results.
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Finally, there is the scientific and philosophical application of the
Doctrine of-Signatures : To find anew the cosmic laws which govern
the analogies which exist between num:bers, forms , colours, types of
crystallisation, etc ... Thus, new applications in all branches of science
may be deduced therefrom, thereby furnishing substantial material
for the advancement of Philosophic truth.
In order to complete and illustrate this article, the following two
tables have been prepared. The first of these emhraces the corres·
pondencies existing between the so-called planetary types and temp·
er amen ts; the second table sets forth the analogies which link the
modes of similar types. It would take too much space to elaborate,
this second table for each of the seven types. Therefore, I have con·
fined myself to the Saturnian type, the only one to which I have made
full reference in this article.
A few words will suffice on the question of astral determinism.
The Ancients
that in addition to the physical body, man·
kind was endowed with a soul, (the ensemlble of fl.uidic organism) and
of spirit, (the divine spark).
To them, the spirit which did not gather its energy from the world
of the stars was not under the heel of destiny; such human souls,
(like unto animal souls) were dependent on the elem;ental forces which
rule the world. But whereas anim,al souls are blindly enslaved, the
human Spirit ALONE has the privilege either of abandoning itself
to the natural tendancies resultant upon astral determfoism or contrariwise, opposing them.
The Ancients summed this doctrine up in
terse phrase : « The
stars incline but they do not compel ».

Correspondances of Astrological Types nnd of Trmpera11rnls
Nervous or intellectual Sanguinary or passionate Lymphatic or instinctive
. temperam'ent
temperament
. temperament
hieroglyph: THE
h'
l h· THE LION
hieroglyph: THE
EAGLE
ierog YP ·
BULL
corresponding astr. type corresponding astr. type corresponding a·str. type
MERCURIAN
MARTIAN
LUNA.RIAN

I

Mixed !Sanguine-nervous
hieroglyph: THE

opVE

corresponding astr. type
VENV,SIAN

Mixed sanguine-lymphatic temperament
corresponding ash. type
JUPITARIAN

DOCTRINE OF S1IGNATUURES
Astrological type : « volution :.
or gemus »

Astrological type:
« concentration :.

Solarian

Saturian

(not ? temperam;ent, genius cannot be
analysed. This type does not exist
in full perfection, its radiation is too
intense for viability).
It corresponds to the element of

(not a temperament but a m,alefic influence. This type does not exist in
pure form by reason of its intense
condcnrntion and ,i_m,mbbility) . It corresponds to the element «Earth ».

The type termed « bilious » by certain authors, is not a temperament in the
strict sense of the word but a morbid deformation of Mars, or Mercury, Sun.
Very frequently it is a nervous, or a nervous sanguine temperament, under
malefic influence from M ars of Saturn.

ANALOGICAL TRANSPOSITIONS

SATURN

a) IN MAN

Hand:
I st. long and narrow.
knotty, fingers incurved towards the palm.
3rd. dark-hued, dry and hard to the touch.
4th. gesture slow, hesitating and restricted.
5th. appearance: slovenly, rude or plain.

Face:
1st.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.

narrow oval, hollow temples
prominent skull bones, often a heavy and protruding jaw.
skin: dry and of sallow complexion.
ages quickly, silent nature, low and grave voice.
melancholy look, apt to scowl, sometimes facial asymmetry.

Body:

I !It.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.

long-limbed and spare.
stooping, knotty articulations on lean and wiry memibers.
awkward and angular posture, dry skin, small but hard muscles.
Careless of his person, stiff and ungracious .bearing.

Hand writing:
I st. high, narrow with thin strokes; (may be « microscopic » when under
influence of Mercury).
2nd. close, cramjped, maximum of words in a minimum of space.
3rd. angular, no flourishes nor finals, hardly any curves.
4th. slow, sometimes trembling or hesitating or hesitating, as the handwriting
of the aged.
5th. !J.eglectful! lacking in elegance.
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b) IN

NATURE

Animals:
Animals with long a nd narrow heads;
goat under the influence of Venu1, ·
the horse, of Jupiter).
Long-legged and wading birds, (the heron and the stork).
Creatures of slow movement, (the turtle, the crab, the arrnadillo, the sloth).
Birds of forbidding aspect, (owl, night-jar. )
Repugnant or. venomous animals, (spider under the rule of Mercury; octopua,
under the rule of the Moon.)

Cosmological Principle:
The force which is grouped under the general Saturnian ·type, appears as
a hindering, stabilizing or centralizing force, analogous to Salt in alchemical
terminology and to Ta mas of Hindou Theosophy. It form)! the bones in the
microcosm and gives rise to density in the macrocosm.

The strongest man is not he who attacks a thing which is beyond
i1is powers, such a one is a fool; the strong man strives for that which
is beyond his normal powers but within the dom)ain of the possible.
To exchange the simple for the complex is a work worthy of the
highest mind, most of us find it hard enough to understand the
complex. But sirn!plicity and primitivity
not ·be confounded.
There is no ship which can sail or steam without human action. The
driftiqg vessel must go on the rocks without fail, sooner or later. No
life has been launched upon the world's waters without a rudder the will ; and a steersman - the conscience.
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The N alure of Evil

C

LEARLY, it would be the height of presumption to attempt to define :with precision, and to discuss in all detail
so intricate a problem as the Nature of Evil; nor, indeed,
is some of the teaching desirable to the general reader. It
will suffice, therefore, to treat this matter only along those lines
which bear directly upon evil entities, as this appertains to the subject
we have in hand.
Briefly, Evil falls into two great categories, Negative Evil and
Positive Evil, and much of the popular confusion which reigns is
due to the inability to distinguish clearly between these t:wo. Negative
Evil may be regarded as the opposite of Good, and Positive Evil
m.'ay be deem;ed the opposition of Good. One may be reg.arded as
a condition; the other may be deemed a desire. The first may not be
conscious; the second implies consciousness.
Yet the above summary definitions are but negations. In order
that they may possess value, it is necessary to define Good. Since
the cycle of Evolution is a descent of Spirit into Matter and thence
an ascent of Matter into Spirit, it may justifiably be affirmed that
Good embraces all that which facilitates progress along this cycle.
Thus, as Spirit descends, it creates Matter by the organization of
Chaos, and that very organization is an Action of Good in itself.
As Matter becomes more organized its functions become more complex, and this increasing complexity and resultant coordination is a
further Action of Good. As the wheel swings upward, there is a
progressive spiritualization of Matter, and this leads on to the highest
Good. Humanity is at the stage when the spiritualization of Matter
is just beginning, and hence all that tends to lead from the material
iQ Pie
is
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We may take the simplest and most primitive of human emotions
to illustrate this point, that of animal desire. This feeling, unrecognized to be such in a young woman, may take the form of a romantic
attachment, but if a young man takes advantages of her ignorance
and seduces her, thus lowering the romantic
to a mere materialism, he has committed an Act of Evil. The same feeling, and
even the conjugal act itself, sanctified by the desire for motherhood
and the link of wifehood under the Shekinah, spiritualizes the material element and is seen to be an Act of Good. The first has lowered
a spiritual feeling to the level of Matter: the second has elevated
a material feeling to the level of Spirit.
To return, then, to our definition of Evil. We are now able to say
that Evil is that which is opposite to, and also that which opposes
the progress of spiritual evolution ; the first is negative, and the second
is positive. Psychologically, this is quite easy to illustrate. A certain
man receives a faint impulse to give alrn,s to a blind beggar across
the road; · if he does not do so because he is too lazy to cross the
road, then his laziness is a Negative Evil, for it is in opposition to
the Good impulse of almsgiving; but if he does not do so because .
he wants to keep the money for himself, then his Egoism is a Positive
E vii, for it opposes the Good Action.
The circle (or spiral) of evolution, of which we have spoken, is
a living thing, born of the living Spirit, itself born of the Divine or
Cosmic Force. Along the whole length of its great path, it vitalizes
- for Spirit cannot touch anything, even the Vaid, without giving
it life. It follows, then, that the whole Way of Evolution is a Chain
of Life, and that living entities form the links in this chain. Some of
these are Negatively Evil, some are Positively Evil, some are Passively Good and others are Actively Good. It is of great importance
to realize, then, that these four categories of Invisible Beings or
Visible Beings hold rule in all planes of all :worlds. They are further
subdivided in groups of two, and each of these in groups of seven,
but there is no need, here, to pursue a detailed classification.
It may well be asked how comes it that, if Creation is of Divine
Ordering, or if Evolution is integral to the Cosmos, Evil should come
mto existence? The answer is exceedingly simple. There is no such
thing as Absolute Evil, but there is Relative Evil in varying states
of intensity. Only .Good shall endure, Evil shall come to an end but this ending is in Infinity, and the measure of Infinity is beyond
µs. The m;oment that the One passes into the Two, the Unity into
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the Self and the Not-Self, there is relativity. When the Divine Spark
enters Chaos - the Not-Self - then Chaos is in itself a Negative
Evil, since it is in the relation of opposition to Spirit. The very first
attraction to Spirit,forming a magnetic field which later was to become
Matter, created organized life, and this life had the centrifugal
motion of Good toward the Divine Spark. But motion is centripetal
as well as centrifugal and the urge of the particles in the magnetic
field to fly outward from the centre was an urge of Negative Evil.
Some did so escape, but, having been once vitalized by Spirit, these
possessed life, and, though utterly unformed, sped (and still speed)
in .a Brownian eddy in Chaos. Scarcely, indeed, can they be said to
be Matter, scarcely can they be said to have form; though infinitestinial in size and in force , they are Entities and Negatively Evil.
Such Invisible Entities are beyond the seeing of the most favoured
dairvoyant, for they are the inhabitants of Chaos.
We must not allow ourselves to suppose, however, that the Invisible Beings of the realm of Chaos are all evil. This could not be. Nor
dare we allow ourselves to suppose that these very Evil Entities of
Chaos must rem:ain permanently evil, for this could not be, either.
The most ultra-microscopic speck of unformed matter is ruled by the
same law of Evolution as is Man, and must develop. Thus the escaped particle - possessing its own life, remember - reaches the
aphelion of its centripetal courses and returns to be attracted anew,
having passed from Negative Evil to Passive Good. An infinitesimal
demon of Chaos has developed into a Potential Good. Should this
particle, upon its next approach to a Divine Spark, succeed in establishing the balance between a centrifugal and a centripetal force in other· words, should it establish an orbit of its own around that
Spark - then it begins to take a constructive part and passes onward
from Passive Good to Active Good. But should it fail, and speed
away again, then, having a repeated experience of lack of adaptation
or refusal, an infinitesimial element of consciousness of separatism
enters in, and the particle which had been Negatively Evil becomes
Positively Evil.
In this very concise statement of the action of a Divine Spark
entering chaos, we have been able to show a vitalized particle taking
upon its.elf the four states of Negatively Evil, Positively Evil, Passively Good and Actively Good.
But the question may be asked - where is Chaos
i.:J agaig
as before. Chaos

·? And the
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us. Science has already reached far in its understanding of the mysteries of Space. It is not so long ago that it was realized that if space
between the Earth and the stars were filled with Air, light could not
pass. It is but recently that the Ether was discovered, and some of
its properties determined. Only five years ago, did science definitely
postulate the first sub-ether known as Sub-Ether Alpha, and which
came to the knowledge of the scientific world through study of the
Millikan Cosmic Rays; the second, Sub-Ether Beta, is seen to be
the medium of conveyance of certain forms of clairvoyant vision
(sometimes called magnetic vision) ; the third, Sub-Ether Gamma,
is held to
the field of thought transmission, as in telepathy; the
fuurth, Sub-Ether Delta, appears to be used in discarnate or « spirit »
communication; and of the three lower Sub-Ethers nothing is known,
and speculation, even, is scarcely permissible. But it does seem sure
that Chaos is a sta te of Space lower (and higher) than the seven SubF.thers. Occultists will follow this reasoning, for Zero is known to
c·xpress both Nothingness and Infinity at the same time.
Thus, by commencing at the very beginning of the Cycle of
Spiritual Evolution, it has been possible to show the four categories
to which the Invisible Beings of Chaos belong, remembering that
Chaos is all around us, and in us, in every cell of our bodies, and
c:onstitutes a part (probably the largest part) of the charged field
of every atom of matter. That we do not see these Entities of Chaos
is merely a matter of focus of vision, even as they cannot see us. But,
remembering that their relation to Good is expressed by adaptability
to constructiveness - which is advance, and that their relation to
Evil is expressed either by their non-adaptability to constructiveness
(Negative
or their adaptability to destructiveness (Positive
Evil), we have a touchstone which will serve as a discrimfoating test
for all the Invisible Beings with whom we have to deal.

(To be continued)
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]. W. T. CARRINGTON

II
(1) It is to be feal'ed that many of our l'eaders will find this drama abstl'use; but advanced students will be especially interested by some of the !'elations established betweeu astrnlog'ical :findings, Kabbalism and the Highel'
Hermetism. Some of the symbolic numbers refer to the autbol''s l'eseal'ches
in Cosmic Kab balism. A manuscript dea lin g with this is in oul' bands and
will be published should there be a demand for the same. Even the advanced
student is advised to l'ead this symbolic drama car efully, for many of the
rnferences are cl'yptic, and will be specially appreciated by scholal's.

THE EDITOR.

ACT I (i. 4 vii)

The « ARIES » Aeon : « The Lamb » (B.C. 1839-321 A.D.)
- Apostolic Patron ANDREW (Andreas= 361 = 19/2, 8 ph =
Eden) - « Body » (Omega 2 ' 5 2 ) •
INTRODUCTORY (i. 4-20) . - Scene : Heaven. - After the close
of the T aurian A eon, extending from. 3999 B.C. (the summation of
the Greek literary characters) « cometh » « The Lamb » - the
« Aries » sun, symbolizing « Hypercosmic Wisdom », - perambulating his Evoked Signs ( « Lampstands »). SCENE I (ii-, iii). The Summer Signs .: « The Lampstands » ( 1 Ki. 15 / 4.) - Seven
(Inclusive) . MR (A ries - 3 / 21-2; 2/ 1-6) Ap (Taurus - 2/ 7,
18-25); MY (Gemini - 3/ 5-11); IN (Cancer - 2/ 11-16); JL
(Leo - 2/ 17, 3/ 1-4) AU (Virgo-2/ 26-9, 8-10); and SP (Libra
- 3/ 12-20).
INTERLUDES : (a) Panegyric of the differential. (iv) («Omega») .
(b) Announcement of cyclic renovation (V) .
SCENE II (vi-vii.) - The Winter Signs : « The Seal-s » (Job
9/ 7). - Seven (Inclusive). SP (Libra-6/ 5,6) ; 00 (Scorpio-4) ;
NO (Sagittarius-2); DE (Capricorn-8); JA (Aquarius-9-11); FE
(Pisces-12-17; and MR (Aries-7 / 2) .
DE (Capricorn-8) ; J A (Aquarius-9-11) ; FE (Pisces-12-17) ; and
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Ex.cURSUS : (1) «The Sealing» of the Signs. (vii. 1-8) - «The
Twelve Tribes of Israel ». - The Cosmic.
(2) Functioning of the integral. (vii. 9-12). Praise. - The hypercosmic. (Ps 22 /3) .
(3) Quality and destiny of the int'egral (vii. 13-17) : Non-differentiality ; Bliss.
FIRST INTERVAL (viii. 1). - «Silence came to be» shows «Universal Cosmic Agency» at work - « As it were for an half hour )),
bringing about universally and completely universal completion in a
Precessional process. At the commencement of the Piscean Aeon
Christendom\ was established, and the celestial equinoctial Crossing
viewed as signed with the legend, «In hoc Signo vinces,» «Within
this Signal Era shall Christianity be prevalent.»
AcT II. (viii. 2-XX.6). The «Pisces» A eon : « The Fishes >
(A. D. 321-2481). - Apostolic Patron : Judas Iscariot (]no. 1/ 35,
37, 40; 13/ 2, 26; Lk 23/ 33, 39-43. - The Patronymie Simonos
has the Value 1370, and Significance (10.137, 33rd. - 3.11),

«Completion of Disciplining is ordained.»- «Coul»-(M-40-2x45) (N .B.-The Crucifixion Accounts commingle allusions-if possible seasonal
are ignored-to eight Precessional Equinoctial
Crossings; four being Solar, four Signal, four Vernal, and four Autumnal; and these require careful disentangling and distinguishing.
Reference is made in Rev. 11 / 8 to an Autumnal Solar one; but the
more important-for our present purposes, at any rate-are the Signal
ones, and especially the two that are Vernal. Of these last the one
which concerns, the Piscean Sign is that represented by the Penitent
«Malefactor» (Kokourgos II ki 23/ 40-3)-erroneously knawn as
the Penitent «Thief» -and styled «The <<.Betrayal» by Judas» :
the physical significance is of which that the Sun by reason of the
equinoctial retardation is «betrayed », or forced, into rising at the
Spring Equinox into Pisces as his first, or «Dominant», Summer
Sign instead of into the Sign Aries as such, as theretofore. The moral
significance inheres in the fact that it has been held to symbolise the
advance of humanity, individual as well as collective, from the condition of judicial irresponsibility to that of judicial responsibility - a
stage which has been represented in the Numerical Triplicity Scale
by the number 444.
INTRODUCTORY : (A) Celestial offerings and Terrestrial censing.
(viii .. 2-6). - (Under these figures is depicted the Precessional recession into the «Winter», or Southern, Celestia Hemisphere of the
Autwnnal Equinoctial Summer Sign of the «Aries» Aeon : Libra
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(«The Balance») ,Apostolically-J ames the less (Gal.2/9 «pillar») ;
1/ 19 (the Lord's brother»); Acts 15/ 19 («sentence»); 12/17;
21/18;MK 6/ 3,4; JoHN. 7/ 3-10;LK 12/49 («fire on the earth»)
Rev. 9/1 («star fall from heaven») ; 13 / 7 ( «fire come down»). N.B.-The viewpoint of the Biblical editors being, or purporting to
be, in the Aries Aeon-as evidences the employment in Signal connections of the styles «Elohim», or «El» and «The Lamb» for
Divinity, it should be remembered that PrecessionaI events are regarded proleptically in The New Testament but with backward glance
in the Old.)
(B) «The Seven Piscean Era heraldings» of the twelve Signs.
(viii. 7-xiii. JO). AP (Aries 8/ 7); MY (Taurus 8/ 9); IN (Gemini
-10, 11) ; JL (Cancer -12, 13, «Aquila » rising) ; OC-FE (The Five
Piscean «Winter» Signs, Libra (now «the Key») - Pisces, 9/111) ; AV (Leo-9/ 13-21) ; and the Two Piscean Equinoctial Signs,
SR (Virgo -11/15-12) and MR (Pisces -13/ 1-10).
E:XCURSUS : (4) Quality of utterance : Differential. (X) Virgo.
(5) Faculty of Utterance : Differential (XI 1-14). Two
Witnesses» : Libra and Virgo (Jakobos + Joannes)-1103-11192222.) (6) The differential ( «Mother» , Virgo), the integral
(«Son» Sun), and the Regim:ental ( «Red Dragon», The ExtraZodiacal «Hydra» Constellation). (xii.). (At Christmas, Virgo was
rising near Hydra's Tail (1-4) but at Midsummer, with Virgo setting, the Summer Months' Genius had successfully contended for
their «Moses body» of predominance (Jude 9) Hydra had disappeared head foremost with her (7-12) , continuing to persecute her
unseen with winter ( 13-15) ; but in vain ( 16) Hydra again preceding
her et the brilliant Aquilla (14) meanwhile spraeding wings in midheaven in earnest of her return.)
xiii. 11-18) .
SCENE I. (xiii, 11-18) «The Beast», the Extra-Zodiacal and
m,ore brilliant neighbour of «Pisces», who is also «Differential»,
being a Monster; «Cetus» (Heb. «Setur» RVThS -666) and his
Advance Agent, the similarly Monster twin-Horned «Goat-Dolphin «Sign «Capricornus». (At the start (Oct.) of the Winter
«blasphemy» against the summer signs (v. 6) «Caput Hydrae» rises
and Cetus is in Mid-Heaven potency (4,5) verse 8 referring to the
previous autumnal equinox. Capricornus' «Two Horns like a Lamb»
are the celestial antipodes of Caput Hydrae» ; and he speaks as from
the Dragon 's Mid-Heaven seat of power, acclaim.fog on behalf of
and in the sight of all his Winter colleagues alike the Rising of _Cetus

and the Setting of Libra. Cetus, though seeming to have a «head)
chopped off by the Equinoctial from connection with its other stars
(v. 3), is advancing towards position of power. The Catholic;: Church
which has dated its commemorative feasts of Scriptural personages
and events upon astronomical junctures, has fixed the beheading of
John the Baptist for August 29th., because on that date the Sign
Aquarius has been seen at Alexandria above the Southern Horizon
travelling along the Ecliptic with a head above the celestial equator,
as though cut off.
INTERLUDES : (c) Panegyric of the ordinal. (xiv, xv.). - «The
«Aries» Paean». (
(d) Denouncement of cyclic dissolution. (xvi.). «The Seven
Bowls ».
SCENE II. (xvii-xix 8). - The Cosmos depicted as at the «Matrix
Naturae» the Seat of Potency, as morally neutral «Beauty» (Job
26/7; Rev. 2/ 13); And successively under- (i). The Blandishments of «The Beast», - not the Monster ,,Cetus», but - an Evil
Courtesan styled «scarlet-coloured» (Kokkinon 3 ·1 0-10.31, 11 tih.
Prime Number, - « Ordinal Principle and Agency ») (xvii, 1-6).
(He seems the one referred to in 20-/ 2 as «the Old Serpent Dragon ». A man and woman were imaged by ancient Egyptians as at
the Pole, the Northern Birthplace of Time, in the guise of a Tree
laden with golden apples in the Garden of the Daughters of the Night
adjoining Mount Atlas, and guarded by an encircling Serpent, known
as «the Old Dragon» (Draco) or «Thigh» constellation. But the
reference adds «which is the devil and Satan», thus making it clear
(2/13; 12/ 4) that the Hydra, or Water-Serpent is indicated. This
name, derived from the Greek «hyder» ( «water») and cognate with
«redras», and «other», the Sanscrit and English names of a water
animal, was probably given because during the rainy Winter half of
the year its length was seen directed Pofe-wards towards potency
position. The word «dragon» is from «edrakon»,a form of the Greek
verb
which means «I look at ». The author appears to
be considering the Sun as attaining his Highest Point of Northern
Ascension in the sign Cancer; and as doing so in such proximity to the
«Head» and of the serpentine constellation as to obliterate with his
effulgance the baleful influences which the basilisk Hydra was ·deemed at all other periods to exert with the gaze of his « Evil Eye ».)
EXCURSUS : (7) Doom of Ordinal
(xvii. 7- I 8).
(8) Doom of Ordinal Resultant. (xviii.) - « The « Pervert ».
Ptv : « Babylon!. th.e Great » (ii) The Influence of her Rightful

THE ASCENDANT SUN
Spouse, « The lamb »-Sun. (xix. 1-9). -- 4: Marriage ». ( « The
Lamb, » To Arnion - 651 -. epistheme, « H ypercosmic Wis-

dom; ».)
EXCURSUS : (9) Status of Utterance : Subordinate (xix. 10).

( 10) Status of the Integral : Supreme. (xix. 11-16.)
(xix. 17-xx. 6). Cosmic Process is differentially

SUMMARY.

Aspected :
(i) Malefically (xix. 17-21) ; and
(ii) Beneficially (xx, 1-6). - « The Millenium· ».
(N.B. - This «Thousand Years.» period is seen to be «approximately » Half of the P •recessional Era of 2160 Years : but it is also
seen to fall short of this by a number of years that is appreciable, viz.
by 80 : which, as being 8. 10, stands for « Hypercosmic Potency
Ordinance », - the philosophical significance of « pi ». Additional
attestation to this defect is afforded by the numerical value of the
Greek expression «chilia ete» which (964-2x2, 241, 53rd. 16th. 4x4)
emphasises by its significance, «The Universal Functioning (2x2) of
the Universal Differential Principle », the differential and, therefore,
inherently unstable and impermanent nature of the period appropriate
for such value. On the other hand 1080 is a simple fraction of this
and of any number of Eras of 2160 years; and, besides, has the significance (40.27, 3x9), «Universal and Final Completion (3x9) in Eocperiencing » - one which is inappropriate to a condition of changeableness. One author has seen fit to let the malefic factor of instability make its weight felt and has utilised it as a means to indicate the
supersession of the A eon. Whether, and how far he has felt able to
give further weight to the benefic factor will appear).

,

..

(To be continued).

There is no plumb-line so deep that it can reach the deeps of a
man's thoughts.
Both in science and in art, the chief line of endeavor is to direct
the forces that come from without.

It is difficult to say which man . is the most to blame: he who
neglects his physical body, or he who thinks too much of it.
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notable fBooks
T be Earth in the Heavens
and

The Stars, Where and How they Influence
by

L. EJDWARD JOHNDRO
(Doherl:ir Pub. Co., San Bernardino, Cal .

NSUFFICIENT attention has been given to these two important books, setting forth a theory of equinoctial-geographical
] [ coordinates which is on a strictly scientific basis, the line of reasoning being a closely considered mathematical presentation of
the mutual interactions of planetary and stellar electro-magnetic fields.
Pure scientific astrology has long needed an authoritative statement
on the forces set in action by the constantly changing position of
highly charged celestial bodies; this authoritative presentation is herein made. The author makes out a very strong case indeed for his
theory showing the
of stellar and planetary influence, and
he points out that both astrology and radia «sift down to the same
absurdly simply electro-dynamic principles ». The truest justice can
be done by quoting M. Johndro's own summary of his theory. It runs
as follows : « Accept the fact that suns and stars (not planets) are
radio-active, and that they emit electro-magnetic waves, which, because of their exceeding high frequency, we term Light; accept the
fact that the sun and stars, the planets, the Earth, and Man upon
the Earth, are charged bodies, and that all their accompanying electro-magnetic fields intersect and interact; accept the fact that the planets reflect light waves and that they each have a different natural
frequency of oscillatory response to the solar and stellar light waves
which constantly bombard them (consequently their reflected light is
variously tinted) and that the phase angles of their field couplings, as
relative movements in space change them, changes the power
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factor at these frequencies; accept also the fact that these planetary
frequencies, being of a far lower order than those of the Sun and
stars - a mere octave of lower harmonies, since they emit no light
of their own - are within the range of Man's sensibilities to subcons·
ciously detect and respond to ». The author is a trained electric expert and a noted radio research engineer, and his arguments run
m,ainly along these lines. In most emphatic terms these two books
(they should be read together) are recommended to every · serious
worker in astrological research, and Mr. Johndro's work in plotting
the Mid-Heavens and Ascendants of the principal cities of the world
with soundly reasoned examples showing the exactitude of his theories, is a solid contribution to astrological science. It is by no means
sure that the book will be intelligible to readers who have not already
som;e knowledge of electro dynamics, yet simplified rules are given
which will allow the careful reader with a mathematical bent to test
the theory for himpe!f. The principles set forth are thoroughly logical,
and a wide experimentation along these lines is much to be desired.
The books should be in the hands of all astrological students whose
interest in the science rises higher than the mere application of « ruleof-thumb » to nativities, and to mundane prediction.

Astrology and the Cards
E. H. BAILEY
(W. Fouleham and

.;. ..

.J

Co., London • 21&)

It is highly probable that were this little book written by any other
than the Editor of the British Journal of Astrology, it would receive
scant notice, for, howe"fer important and valuable the Tarot may be
as an esoteric philosophy, the Occult basis of ordinary playing cards,
and their relation to Astronom[Y and Astrology is very much further
to seek. Mr. Bailey does not enter into the philosophyy of the matter.
He gives the astrological correspondences to the playing cards, to the
« court cards », the « number cards » and the suits, and his « layout » is that of the 12 Houses of a horoscope, with a key card in the
centre. The mode of interpretation is very largely astrological, and
if an astrologer like Mr. Bailey affirms that it has value both as a
Nativity and for Progressed Directions, his statement calls for favourable attention. This little manual of Astro-Cartomancy is exceedingly §IDlP.le,- verY.:
and handy for use.
-
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Lessons from the Beyond
·«JULIA»
(Rider and Co., London• 216)

These are « more letters from « Julia », » such as were given
through the hand of W. T. Stead. The Julia Letters are known all
over the world, and this new series will find many readers. They are
exceedingly simple, very religious, and as «Julia » says herself : «we
have no new lesson to teach, no new doctrine to put forward ». These
Letters, indeed, resemble talks at any weekly prayer-meeting, and
they will appeal to many who enjoy re-hearing of familiar themes.

Our Glorious Future
JOHNHETT
(C.

w,

Danlel Co, London • t016)

This is a novel with a thesis, having as its basis the establishment
of a World Spiritual Union which shall develop a new system of
government in all peoples, and provide for «the realisation of a foolproof solution for the Abolition of War and for Peace among all
nations ». The means adopted to startle the world into hearing this
message - supposedly given by the spirit world - is « a talking
baby », a child able to speak from the moment of his birth, and at
five years · old, so notable a preacher that his words were broadcast
to every receiving station In the world. There is a certain naivete in
the treatment of the Miracle Baby, but the author is able to hold the
reader's interest. In the second part of the book, called « The Battle
of the Spirits », the thesis comes very prominently to the front, and ·
Johnhett lays down his conception of the parliamentary government
of the future, of new judicial systems, of international arbitration and
of the recognition, in this world, of guidance from higher spheres. To
what extent this is prophecy, and to what extent fantasy, time alone
will show; and whether the new world, as portrayed, will be a
one than this, is a matter to be left to the ·taste of the reader.
Be not too easily led away by the desire to explain everything.
J'hose thing which escape an easy explatation are · the most precious.
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J'ourtl) Jnttrnntional Spiritualist (gongrt.ss
The Hague, Sept. 4-'IO, t93t

At the invitation of the « Spiritualists National U\llion » of the Netherlands,
the International Spiritualists Federation will hold its next triennial Congress
in Pulchri Studio, Lange Voorhout 15, The Hague, Holland, from Friday,
Septemher 4th to Thursday, September 10th, 1931.
It is the earnest desire of the Spiritualists of Holland to extend to the
Spiritualists of the world the same hospitality and courtesy as was extended
by the English in 1928, the French in 1925 and the Belgians in 1922.
We note with pleasure the rapid advance of Spiritualism in all countries
during the last few years. In addition to the scientists of England, France, etc.
who have devoted years to the study of spiritualist phenomena, we are glad
to acknowledge that the German scientists, too, are becoming more interested
in psychic phenomena and mediumship, which they denominate parapsychology.
All new facts which have been proved to be genuinely spiritualistic should be
submjtted to the Conference. We desire particularly to draw the attention of
eur fellow spiritualists to the great importance of Healing by spiritual methods,
i.e .. magnetism and somnabulism.
The Congress of London adopted the following resolution :
« That the question . of psychic science and -medecine as allied with healing
is so important that it be an instruction to the Executive Committee of the
Federation to arrange for a special section at the next triennial congres to deal
with the matter ». There seems to be no set of circumstances un which action of
the soul on the · body would appear so evident as in healing. Therefore, the
Board of the l.S.F. desires to receive not later than May 1st 1931, the
reports of all countries concerning healing mediumship as explained in Section
2 hereafter.
The work of the Congress will be divided into four sections :
1. Psychic phenomena and mediumship.
2. Healing.
3. Doctrine, Philosophy and Ethics.
4. P.ropagande, Organisation and Literature.
Papers to be presented to the Congress may be in English, French, German.
Spanish or Dutch, but each paper millst be accompanied by a translation either
in English or French, since the report of the proceedings of the Congress
will he published in English and French. Papers should be limited in length
to half an hour's reading {say five thousand words.) A brief sum:m,ary of
about five hundred 'words in English or French will facilitate translations. All
literary contributions should be addressed to the Secretary of j}ie l.S.F. Mr.
A•.
lYla!:ion ges Seirites! 8 rue Copernic, Paris (16e) :

THE SEER
Subjects covered by the Sections

1st Section -

Psychic Phenomena.

The phenomena of mediumship, telepathy, telekinesis, luminou$ phenomena,
spirit moulds, materialisation, direct voices, spirit photography, bilocation, obset•sion, psychometry, clairvoyance clairaudience, etc.

2nd Section - Healing.
a. Methods of healing in cases of obsession (Hyslop, Wickland, Bull etc.)

b. In other cases of illness, psychic, nervous and organic.
c. Healing by magnetism, by prayer, etc.
.
·
d. Medical laws in different countries, with statement of the efforts made
to ameliorate such laws
e. T:he use of spirit healing by professional physicians
f. Concerning payment for the care given.
3d. Section a.

b.
c.
d.

Philosophy. Ethics, Doctrine.

Existence of the soul and its survival.
Progressive evolution in the beyond, reincarnation.
Spiritualism as a philosophy and as a religion.
The effects of Spiritualistic fac'ts on science, morality and sociology.

4th. Section - Propaganda, Organisation, Literature.
a. Methods of organisation.

b. Lectures oral and iIIlustrated, lantern slides, films, theatrical plays.
c. Journals, periodicals, pamphlets, books, etc.
•
d. Status of Spiritualism in various countries.
An exposition of spiritualistic art of Dutch origin will be held at the spiritualistic Headquarters, « Know Thyself », de Ruyterstraat 39, during the
Congress.
lniportant notice

Financial assistance, subscription, etc. will be gladly received and acknowledge by the P.resident of the Committee of Organisation, Mr. P. GOEDHART, van lmhoffplein 8, The Hague, Holland.
Reports. - Papers for discussion should be forwarded to the General
Secretary, M. A Ripert, Maison des Spirites, 8, rue Copernic, Paris (16e).
not later than May 31st, 1931. Papers cannot be considered which arrive
after this date.
As far as possible reports and papers for discussion at the Congres should
be verified and arranged according to the classification set out in the above
p1ogramma. Each subject should be treated in a separate report in order to
facil itate the work of the Committe, and all com1tnunications must be written
on one side of the paper only.
Instructions to Delegate• and Vl.sl.lors
It is important that all who intend to be present at the Congress in whatever capacity, shall send their applicaion to Mr. P. Goedhart at the addres
named above, not later than 31st May, 19-31. Delegates, Officers, and other
representatives are urged to secure a copy of the .Official report of the Congress
as soon as published, by forwarding an application form together with the sum
of 5 / -. All visitors to the Congress other than official delegates are invited to
l:.ecome subscribers to the Congress. A fee of ten-shilling will entitle them to be
P"esent at all open sessions and public functions, with voting power at all
meetings of general interest, and to receive the printed report. A subscription
of 5 /- gives membership of the Congress without a a copy of the report.
All applications (accompanied hy the above fees) should be made to the
Organising President: Mr. P. GOEDHAR;T, van lm,hoffplein 8, The Hague,
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OR THE WEST OF EUROPE -

The lunation falls
in the sign of Aries and in the Third House, which is the
House dealing with transportation, postal facilities and newpapers. It is close to the G reat Nebula in Andromeda, but
the effect of this in Mundane A strology is as yet uncertain. As it
should be of interest to astrological students to control Johndro's
system, we may mention that this lunation is on the Johndro
ed Midheaven for Glasgow, Madrid Edinburgh and Liverpool, and,
since the lunation is in square with Saturn, there may be serious
iness depressions or losses in these cities ; it is on the Ascendant for
Western Canada anC::l Mexico, and here the effect may be injurious
to the health, or may affect the essential industries of the countries
nam;ed, such as agriculture and mining. Speaking generally, there is
likely to be a rather dull spring, especially in E ngland, and the more
solid recovery of the market will not take place until the second half
of May. Late frosts may ruin the fruit crops.

England - T here is here a definite sign of illness to a member
· of the Royal family, and the death of a former Prime Minister is
highly probable. The square of the lunation to Saturn from Aries
suggests additional taxation, probably as· the result of exaggerated
help to the unemployed. A new party rn,ay entirely change the two
party form of government and will precipitate a hot election campaign.
France -

The question of foreign labour seems to remain critical,
and there will be an expose of the activity of revolutionary
anda among the working classes (Mars in Leo in House VII square
Neptune in Scorpio) .

Germany -

There is much reason to think that Republican Ger·
many is passing under the rule of Taurus, and probably both Aries
and Taurus should be considered during the Period of Transition.
Jhis .W-9:!:!kl give Germany a lead on England during this month!
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and clever financial management, combined with good commercial
treaties with other countries, will stimulate German finances. (Mercury from Taurus in House III to the money planet Jupiter in

VII).
Italy - Som:e very important legislation will be made concerning
woman, or Italian woman will assume international prominence during the month, an event rather unusual for this country. This is likely
to take place in the domain of political or economic affairs, and may
be Indeed, there seems to be some intrusion of the government into
commercial affairs, which will turn -out vadly troublesome to the
government. (Fixed Star influences in the third decanate of Leo) .

Spain - The question of the Spanish government will come
prominently to the front during this month.
important reforms will be made, there is likely to be a question of secret opposition, probably fostered by some foreing power (Sagittarius in House
XII, ruled by Jupiter opp. Ase. in VII)
Turkey - There is evidence of some inner strife preparing, and
which is likely to break out in the early part of the summer. The
radical tendences of the Angora government may arouse a religious
feud.

India - The position of Saturn in Capricorn in the 9th House
square to the lunation indicates that the passive resistance movement,
largely economic to the present time. is likely to take a religiou·s
twist, and Moslem demands will complicate the « All-India »
problem.
Mexico - The lunation here is likely to bring about trouble in
the educational questions, and the vexed problem of church and
state schools may be revived. There is also likely to be some redistribution of territory or some proposition of government purchase or
sale.
United States - The influence of this lunation on the financial
situation is unfavourable. After the predicted rise of the preceding
month there is likely to be a halt, even a drop, but this is temporary
and the movement should be stronger in early summer. There will
be trouble among the miners, and strikes will be accompanied by
bloodshed.

2\. tPnutical
in
®racular Sdctuc.e
The Tarot

Kabbalism

Astrology
£itirology

Hernaetlc Nunaerology IV
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HE NUMBER TH REE. - The fundamental principle
of this number is .the Harmony of Trinity. It is the establishment of a link between the Self and the Not-Self. It

represents the element of Love in the larger sense, in the
sense of Union. And, since Union is truly the spirit of
relation··
ships, the number Three indicates Divine Approach, Cosmjc Mother·
hood and the Holy Spirit. It shows forth the Law of Association and
establishes the cycle which conjoins opposite polarities. As we have
shown that One is Absolute, and that Two is Relative, so Three ia
Harmonic.

The Occult Geometr:y of Three - This is always represented
as a triangle, but occult students are well aware of the fact that
differently-formed triangles carry special meanings. Thus the equilateral triangle indicates, especially, the Divine Trinity as expressed
i'l theology, and also the human psychological trinity of Desire, Will
and Action. The isosceles triangle is the triangle of human personality; and the two sides indicate Man and Woman, while the base
symbolizes love. The right-angled or the Pythagorean triangle is
often known. as the 3-4-5, Triangle, the vertical and horizontal lines
being the Father and the Mother and the diagonal the Son, but, in
this case, the 3 is the dominant and acts as the harmonizer of the 4
and the 5, which,
make the square of 3. The astrological
student will recall the use of the triangle for the trine, or the aspect
of harmony. And, in Hennetism, as in Alchemy, there is Salt, Sul·
phur and Mercury, yet, of the Three, one is the Binder bringing
about the relation of ternary evolution and involution. It is also the
P,re>6le 9.f
spiral, the sign of cosmic

The SJ)mbolical Concordm1ces of the Number Three - Astrologically, the number Three is in relation with the third sign of the
zodiac, Gemini, ruled by Mercury, the higher Mercury, and the
Twins (Gemiini) show the Two and the link between, having reference
to the pillars Jachin and BNz and to the Royal Rrch. In Esoteric
Astrology the relation to Mars, the power of Attraction.
Kabbalistically, it is the Empress, the Cosmic Mother, queen of
the three star-streams, Isis Manifest, and as such indicates Order
and Equilibrium, for these latter are not mere attributes of the Universe but form the Universe.
Alphabetically, the number Three corresponds with the letter G.,
with Gimel of the Hebrew alphabet, a double letter, with the symbol of a grasping hand. It indicates the harmonic action as well as
the harmonic desire.
Masonically (Dequer) it indicates « The Lost Word », or the
Master Mason's Degree, and the Three who found the tomb of
Hiram, also the three Gates of the Temple. It deals with the summation of cycles.
The Number Three in human physiology. - This is essentially
a number of Action, and has much relation to the arms and the hands.
It is important to remember that the hand holds a very special relation to the brain, and that there is a far larger proportion of sensitive
centres in the hand than in any other part of the body. Indeed « the
hand is the outer image of the brain » and it is because of this that
chirology, or the Science of the Hand, is valid. Here is found the
relation to Mercury and to Mars, and the element of Three recurs:
1) Desire and 2) Will must lead to 3)
or they have no value.
The Number Three is musical tone and colour - The musical
tone is the mediant, Mi, or E Natural in the scale of C major, an
important note in a major chord, and the leading third of the scale.
Herein may be discerned the close harmonic link between the Number Two and the number Three, but whereas there is a minor element
in the former ,the latter is most certainly major.
The corresponding colour is clear yellow, and in many case is
revealed as vivifying light, appearing in the form of rays rather than
a glow. This, again, refers to Action, and 1s characteristic of the
inner meaning of the number.
(to be continued)
The Director of the Institute
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TO EVERY OWNER OF

A

HOROSCOPE

MEMBERSHIP
IN THE

INTERNATIONAL
ARCHIVES

ASTROLOGICAL

ASSOCIATION

Send a copy of your chart (or, if you prefer, House and planetary positions) with name, sex, place, date and hour of birth,
and present address.
Membership card sent on receipt of letter
Absolutel:y no charge -

Absolutel:y no obligation

OUR PURPOSE. -

To gather a hundred thousand controlled
horoscopes for comparison, research and detailed study, to be
available to astrologers the whole world over. As the only Institute
publishing two large monthly magazines in different languages, we
are specially equipped for this work.

YOUR GAIN. -

Association in a world-wide movement (in all
languages) . Charter membership in regional centres. A reduction
of I 0 % will be made to members, if any work is sent by them to
the Institute, such as yearly progressions, high-grade horoscope
and rectification questions.

YOU HELP ASTROLOGY
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING
Filing·will be done by number only. Names
and addresses held in confidence. Nothing will be published without written consent.

DISCRETION. -

Horoscope details may have been drawn up by any Astrologer,
according to any system. If cast by an amateur, please so state.
that calculations may be checked.

Plans are in hand to publish an ANNUAL at the end of each
year, but members are under no obligation to subscribe.
Director of Archives : FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER Ph. D.
Accredited Representative in Chief : Mrs. GLADYS WINTERBOTTOM.
ADDRESS :

INTERNATIONAL ASTROLOGICAL ARCHIVES Assn.
lnstitut Astrologique de Carthage
CARTHAGE - TUNISIE
North Africa

cosmic Dawn PnD. Go.
432 Music Arts Studio Building
233 S. Broadway or 232 S. Hill Street
LOS ANGELES, California

Does ffl&UIG Exist?
There is an Unseen Power which
operates in YOUR life wjth the exact
precision of Mathematics. This Power

Do yon believe ;n a Subconscious or
a Superconscious mind?
Do you believe some are guided by
InvisibLe Masters?
Do you believe that there was once a
civilisation Richer than the one of
which we boast today ?
Do you believe that there really existed Continents now submerged 'l
Is there a method of delving into the
mysteries of a past not revealed in
the histories of today?
Are the.re certain well defined xr..ethods for the attainment of self mastery that we may do the things which
Jesus said Wie could do?
The time has come to know these
things! Mere belief will no longer do.
Blind faith has served its purpose,
and man is no longer satisfied with it.
Rearl The Cosmic Dawn for invaluable information.
25 cents. the copy
a YeaT.
Send for free book entitled «Our
Brother hood.»
Department QL
OUR BROTHERHOOD
233 South Broadway
Los Angeles, California

may be known and used. I offer a
genuine Course of Scientific Study,
which shows you how to use this wonderful force (which will turn a tiny
seed into a lovely flower.)

MR.

JOHN HARBORNE

38, R.D., Queen's Road, Aston
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

ASTROLOGY
contains the solution to
EVERY PROBLEM
Send Twenty Cents for
THE TORCH
Canada's Astrological and
Health Magazine
One Dollar per Year
-

'I':E-:1: E::

'I'C> Ft. c::: :E-:1:

657 East Hastings St.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

S.ALE

Love and Life
(Mc Cowan) .......... ..
3.85 Dollars
H1:..rmony Diet Chart
(French) .............. . 20.00
Great Book of Magic and Occultism(De Laurence) ........ . 12.85
(Agrippa) ............ ..
Philosophy of Magic
3.75
Magic White and Black
(Hartmann) .......... . 3.00
Transcendental Magic
(Waite) .............. .. 9.(10
The Mysteries and Secrets of Magic(Thompson) ......... ..
3.H5
........................... ..
The Key Of Solomon
7.85
Manual of Occultism
(Sepharial·) .......... ..
2.50
The Mysteries of Magic
(Waite) .............. .. 15.00

Send Stamp for Catalogue
OCCULT BOOK SERVICE
Box 62; Station I, NEW YORK

-:

A•cient

Veiled Wisdom

L' ASTROSOPHIE

The School of the QUABBALLA reveals the Ancient Laws
in a complete series of ILLUSTRATED LESSONS for those
who wish to go on with instmctions that reveal the Ancient Hermetic principles of
application.The QUABBALLA
assembles TRUTH for the advanc.,d student of Occultism as
well as for the beginner. No
initiation fee or fixed charge
made, all contributions voluntary, in accordance with esoteric tradition. Write for further infonnation. Address

Revue d'Astrologie, Esoteri·
que et Exoterique et des Scien·
ces Psyohiques et Occultes.

The Quabballa
Station S. C. Box 189,
Los Angeles, Cal.

I Challenge
you that I wiH teach you, by mail,
in ·one lesson, the simplest, shortest
method of all
telepathy.
You can read, one's mind to a dot,
by· only looking in the eyes of partner, chum, sweetheart, etc. Praised
by New York, Boston, Montrea:l Police chiefs ; colleges ; Thurston ;
Blackstone; etc.

-

A. HONIGMAN 5390 Clarke Street

Montreal, Canada

Dr. Edwarcl Owoen
"ABRA"
School of Mystic Arts
Courses in
MYSTICISM
NUMEROLOGY
ASTROLOGY
DIVINATION
One Thousand Students Registered
Address :
1312 West Presidio
FORT WORTH Texas

Prix du numero : 3 fr. 50 franc;ais
ABONNEMEN'l' ANNUEL :
France et Colonies... 35 fr. franc;ais
ETRANGER :
Pays dans l 'accord
de Stockholm...... 40 f.r. franc;ais
Autres pays (Etats
Unis, Angleterre) 45 fr. franc;ais
Numero gratuit sur demande
INSTITUT ASTROLOGIQUE
DE rARTHAGE
CARTH,WE - TUNISIE
Afrique du Nord
KEY TO THE EGYPTIAN
MYSTERIES
of the ARCANE SCIENCES embodied m PYRAMID Constructionoutpicturing tliru YOUR NAME and
Stellar Ch ai:t. A 10 Ang 1 ed Science
-a 10 Science Service. Startling
Revealments.
The Decagonal Science
The Casa Solana College of Occult
Sciences
Grants Diplomas-Issues Certificates. Branche.· All Over the World.
A CASITA SOLANA («Little House
of Sunshine.») is needed in YOUR
Corn:rnunity.
BE A NUMBER MYSTIC; EARN
WHILE YOU LEARN! ESTABLISH YOUR OWN CENTER- BE
INDEPENDENT.
«NUMEROLOGY DEBUNI{ETh)
Price, 2.50 dollars
(Advance Orders Absorb 75 0/0 1st
Edition) lOc. will bring OFFER
EXTRAORDINARY,
SPECIAL
RATES, Tcstirponials, details, List
of Publications.
World's Only International Service
in Number-Mysticism
ARTIE MAE L. BLACKBURN
4730 Brynhurst Ave.
Los Angeles, Cal,

W. FRANKLAND

Madame

BISHOP ANDERSON
55 Boundary Road, St. Johns Wood
Road, London N. W. 8
(Late 27 Old Bond St.)
(Phone : :i\fai1la Vale 5625)
Consulting Psychologist
Clairvoyante et Clairaudiente
Crystal Readings
Test Medium
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE

of

Wili undertake Horoscopes, Directions, RecLiHcutions, Interviews. Ona
Guinea Horosco;pe speciaJ.ly recommended.
Apply: 8 Queen's Garden,

Readings and Psychological studies
from Hands, Photographs, Letters,etc
Consultations by appointment

G.A..ZIN"G

Astrolofical
New r.l easures in Astrology
Keys to Symbo lie Dirnting:

Lancaster Gate
LONDON, W. 2

CR.-YST.A..LS

Imported from Czecho-Slovakia - Beautiful, Olear, Flawless
3 -inch ............ ... .. .. ........... .. ...... ..... ... ........... Each Dollars 2.00
»
2.50
2V2 -inch .... .. ............................................... ... Each
»
3.00
3 . -inch ...... .... ........ ............. ..... ... ..... ....... ..... Each
3Y2-inch .................................................... ·.... Each
»
3.60
»
6.00
4 -inch ........................................................ Each
»
10.50
5 -inch ........................................ ................ Each

Crystal Base, highly polished black, unbreakable composition material, each.

60c. Send for free pamphlet on the Art of Crystal Gazing.
Dealers and Distributors write for wholesale prices
· .J. M. SIMMONS
Chicago, III.

109 N. Dearborn St.

What's in you a• Nat"l"le ?

Would you know yourself? Tnen get a «Blue-Print of Your Life»
Special offer until end of year $15.
ENTIRE name at birth; birthdate; marriage; mother's maiden name.

Advice for a year «How to meet your experiences each month»
(Special offer from now through 1931 for $1.25) ·
ARLYNE CHALMERS
Box 323-San Francisco-California, U.S.A.

........
Hftaling

tne silent way

Treatment for diseased conditions
of mind, body or estate DAILY.
Through faith I have had wonderful success in healing and teaching
thnse who are ailing P.hYsically, finanor spiritually.
Love offerings only

VORA B. DURAND

SPRING VALLEY, CALIFORNIA

1

ANN CRAIK
P:::ychoscope

dol.

Send full name, date, time and
place of birth.
Give fulL information regarding
problems and occupation. Questions
welcomed.
815 Roger Street,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

DOCTOR OF

INFINITE SCIENCE
You can earn this .degree Ll1 rongh
the School of tbe BroLherhoorl, Inc.,
and become a master in the art of
magnetic bealing, receive an ordination to perform mini ste1:ial functions and authority to lecture, teach
and preacb. Study Clinic Psychology,
Vito-Psychology and Psycho-a naly5i.s,
thus en rich yonr personali f·y an cl
enter into a la11claule vocational <·.a iling. Write

Order Of Ontvarsal roustios
F. W. MARCELEAY, M. D.

Teacher of

Astrology and Occult Law
Public Class-Monday, 8 P. lVI.
Consultation- 10 A. M. to 5 P. M.
1912 N. Clark St., CHICAGO, ILL
Mohawk, 2490

Dr. H. Styles Harris, Sehool of the
Brothe·rhood, Inc.
Box 1789, San Diego, California,
for full particulars
FREE CATALOG. OF HERMETIC,

Salf-Reli.ance ! Right Now !
Cure Self-Uonsoiousn ss !

MYSTIC, OccuH, Alchemic,

Magic,

[i'ear of SDJLF is tbe greatest of all

Rosicrucian and r are, out-of-print
books. Specify line of tbonght in

fears. Get rirl of it! Then other fears
will vanish.

which yo u are in terested. All Truth

wi ll be a re1'elation to you. Senc11.00

SeekeTs prize tho Central Spiritual

dollar, and th e se<'reL is yo urs. Robert

Sun, the Laksh mi. Avatar,' tbe Law of

0. Lognn, Dept. 0. Box 44, Tacoma,

Karma anrl the Two Path s, price one

Wasl1ingl.on.

My

simple direct method

dollar each. Can supply P . B. Randolph's Rosicruria'n books. Free information

con0eming

be&t

books

along any li ne of thought. Hermetic
Publisbing Compa ny, Dept. 19, 3006
Lake Park Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

THE

BALANCE WHEEL RAYS

FROM THE COSMIC SOURCE.Yon
NEW AND OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS

will gain unrlerstanclin g, bealth , pros-

Occult, Orie11tal, Tra11 scencl ental-l\fa-

peri.ty,physical ancl rne11La l.2 <]uestion

gic, A 'trology , etc. FREE CaLalogue.

an swerecl. Membernhip Carcl,.1.00 rlol.

Ralph E. Kraum , Bookseller, Dept. 9,

Louise

1717 Vista Street, Hollywoou, Calif.

Tompki11 s Sf., Binghamton, N. y_

Franklin

Miner,

Ps.D. 95
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opl1 y of Deatl1 a nd Spi ri tu al Life, and t he New R eligion of Today :1. «Death and After Life» and « Views of Our Heavenly Home » ....
Two books, one yo J. 500 pp. ;l.00 dollar s .
Y
2. «Answers to Ever-recurring Qu.estionS>l by Dr. Davis tbr n his
G5 yea r i:; min is l ry, 3.00 dollars .
3. «The Seer» , '27 Lect ures. E 1·cry pha se of the Mental Stales of
Clair voyantc and t he S 11perior Condition. 446 pp. 3.00 dollars .
«The Thinker», 410 pp. :l.00 clo ll a I'S . Pant_h eon of P r ogr ess ; The
Origin of Life ; Law of Immor tality.
5. «Th e Stellar Key to The Sununerland.» 0 17er 200 pages ancl many
diagram s an d ill ustra tions. 1.50 dohlars .
All five vols., costing 13.50 dol., retail, for 10. 00 dol. in a set

A

THE AUSTIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
4522 St. Charles Place

Diept . S

Los Angeles, California

•!•

+++++++++++++++++++++++++
ASTRO T""OGY
BOOK S on the influence of the
Stars on H uman, Animal and
Vegetable Life.
ALL K IND S

ALL PRICES

EVERYTHING ASTRflLOGI GAL

COLOR SYMPHONY OF THE ZODIAC Collors- Jewels- F lowers Pe rfu mes. The k ey for Snccess and
H armony in their relation to your
birth montb . Price, 1.00 clol. Valeria
R. Jark, 1045 La J olla Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

Se ncl fo r free descrintive list .
H . C. BULL OCK
Box 1286, Providence, R. I.

Complete Course in Hypnotism
98 c prepaid
Fortune T eller and Drea m book fr ee
with each order. T he science of Hypnotism contains 250 pages(illustrated) .
Explains all the know n methods of
Hypnotism. T ells how to become an
expert operator. T he wonder of the
2·0th century. T his wonderful book
together with a complete Fortune
T eller a nd D ream Book all for 9 8c
prepaid or 9 8 c plus a few cents
postage if sent C. 0. D.

PACIFIC COMPANY
Box 4511, Sta. D . ,

Portland, Oregon.

BECO ME A DOCTOR OF

Bio - Psychology
and EN 1•er1 Uio-Ps ycho•Analtst

Hr. Ta:v lor will pe rson a lly help you
llHlfd 1.: r

his new science of life and
rn i11 cl, pel'fcct your par son:ality, make
"cc· 11 re your own hea lth and business
n nd ga in a payin g honorable
p ro L'e. s ion. Lect ure, teach, coun&el,
heal, baeke11 by Diploma from a high
grade chartered: instit ut ion. Send 10
cen Is to cover ma iling, cost of p art icn la rs i nclnd ing book 1 of correspoucl ence course foT free examination.
TAYLO R SCHOOL OF BIOPSYCHOLOGY, Inc.
Department S, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Den tief sten Einblick in die das Leben regierenden Krcefte
gewCEhrt das Studium, der

A STROLOGIE .
wis sie heute von ernsten Denkern, F orschern und Lebenspraktikern
vertreten wird.

STE R NE UNO MENSCH
die Monatsschrift fiir Astrologie als Wissenschaft und W eltanschauung unter L eitung von H. Frhr. v. Klceckler vermittelt mit wissenschaft!icher Sachlichkeit, aber zugleich in allgemeinverstrendlicher,
interessanter und fesselnder Weise all es, was fi.ir Beginn und Fortfiihrun g des astrologischen Stud.iums erforderlich ist. F orschung,
K ritik und Praxis finden in den Originalarheiten erster Autoren
gleiche Beriicksichtigung. Die engen und wichtigen Beziehungen der
A strologie zu Psychologie, Medizin, Hygiene, Lebenskunst, Predagogik, P hilosophic, Kulturgeschichte sind Gegenstand zahlreicher
Veroffentlichungen anerkannter astrologischer F orscher, die die E rihrer langjrehrigen Erfahrungen demi Leser iibermitteln.
V erlangen Sie kostenlose Probenummer vom
ASTRA-VERLAG, LEIPZIG, C ellertstr. 7

FRATERNITY

OF

THE

INNER

LIGHT

Warden : DION FORTUNE

The F raternity of the Inner Light is a Society whose purpose it is
to pursue the study of Mysticism and Esoteric Science and to develop
their practice. Its ideals are Christian and its methods are W estern. It
mainl ains a Lecture Centre and Library in London, and a hostel at
the C halice Orchard Club,
open from W hitsuntide till
Micl1aelmas. N o fixed charge is made for admission to the lectu re an d
study groups, all contributions towards expenses being vol untary, in
acco1·dance with esoteric tradition.

The Community House, 3, Queensborough Terrace, Bt1yswaler,
London W'. 2. England

Syllabus on applica tion.

«TH E INN ER LIGHT» Edited by Dion Fortune. A monthly
magazine devoted to Esoteric Christianity, Occult Science, a nd the
Psychology of Super-consciousness. Price 6d. P ost free , 6/ 6 per
annum. Specimen copy sent free,

NATURE'S PATH
The Best Health Magazine
in its Domain
Official Organ of the American
Naturopathic Association
It has Helped Thottsands To A
Healthy and Happy Lif e
You mus t r ead it, if you want
to lead a H ealthy and Useful Life
25c a Copy
3.00 Dollars a year
Dr. Lust's newest book Naturopathic Treatment of Disease will
be ·given free to all who subscribe
for one year. 3 years ' subscl'iption 5.00 dollars and valuable
premium that will s urprise you
Write to Nature's Path
236 East 35Lh. St. New-York, N.Y.

THE NATI®NAL
ASTROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
(U.S. A.)
An organization founded in the in·
terest of educational, scientific astro·
logy. Membership in the Association'1
Three Dollars the year, which includes
THE JOURNAL, a quarterly magazine.
Its contributors include such authorities as Llewellyn George, Manly P.
Hall, Augusta Foss Heindel, George
J. Mc Corm,ack, Robert De Luce,
H. M. Le Apsley, M. D.
EDITOR

Carvl RURTON
of its objectives free
upon request to Executive se•;retary,
Box 141 Highland Park Station

LOS ANGELES
California, U. S. A.

ASTROLOGY
THE ASTROLOGERS' QUARTERLY
ISSUED UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE
ASTROLOGICAL LODGE OF LONDON
AND DEVOTED TO THE STUDY OF
ASTROLOGY IN- ALL ITS BRANCHES

Editor: CHARLES E. 0. CARTER, B.A.
10, WooosoROUGH Rd., LONDON. S. W. 15
PRICE ONE SHILLING; ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION,

4/6

POST FREE

THE DIRECT VOICE
A New Magazine devoted to the Direct Voice and other Phases of PSYCHIC PHENOMENA

Containing the latest news of scientific investigations and results in
this and foreign countries. A page devoted to news from our
bers each month. A lecture, scientific in nature, received through the
DIRECT VOICE from those on the «spirit side» of life. These
talks are on the philosophy and natural laws governing the various
phenomena. Also articles on Clairvoyance, Clairaudience, Ectoplasm,
Materialisation, etc.
25c. Single Copy. Subscription, S2.50 per annum
Great Britain, 1s. 3d. Single Copy. Subscription, 12s. per annum,
THE SUNSHINE PUBLISHING COMPANY

225 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y.

STATISTICAL

IN ASTROLOGY

The advance of material science has largely been made possible· through
the proper combination of figu 1 es with carefully observed facts.
This same method is equally applicable to th e various p roblems of astrolog·y, and when properly applied takes the answer to debatable subjects from
the realm of surmise into the domain of proved certainty.
We are anxious to apprise all astrological sludens of t bis method, to the
end of improving modern astrological prnctice. Let us send you, «When Do
Parents Die», in which the deaths of 100 fat ber s and the deaths of 100
mothers are analyzed by this method.

THE BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT. Dept. B. Box 1525
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. U.S.A.

Astro - Pahnistry

The Wheel of Life

A Remarkable work on the secret
Hindu Method of finding out the
Date and Horoscope of Birth from
the Lines of the Hand and the Correct Ascendant from other Signs.
Invaluable to Astrologers. Information jealously guarded by the few
who know is here given out for the
first time.

Three volumes published By

8 SHILLINGS OR 2 DOLLARS
Chirolozical Society

54 Amherst Row,

CALCUTTA.

MAURICE WEMYSS
Deals principal'ly with the relation
of the degrees of the Zodiac and of
the planets to human character :also
Tables of Houses for London and New-Yol'k, according to the
Campanus Syslem. Each ,vol. 5/ -.

«MODERN ASTROLCGY »
London

Ludt ate Circus

THE HIDDEN SCIENCE OF LIFE
OR
The LAST WORD IN REGENERATION
by Adiramled, author of «The Art of Alchemy.» This course sold originally
for 100.00 dollars, now offered for 25.00 dollars, to every one s ul:scribing for
these remarkable lessons. Psychic answers to fi 1·e per sonal questions free.
Adil•amled, Hox I!. 71>, Sand

-

Okla

WHITE
CROSS UNION 11npou you Interas tBa in·
PRINCESS MARY KARADJA
Prourassivc
1
Villa Lux, on the Mon ti 'Irinita
above Locarno, Switzerland, has
been established as a spiritual
broadcasting station.

MYSTICISM-PEACE

Guide yom days and years through
the great Cosma] urge, with Mack
Stauer 's Mass Intellectual Pressure. Alpho Matho Vibratory Scale
Calendar. W orlcl 's great est Thought
Discovery. 22nd. Edition, Price1.00 dollar. .

Mack Stauffer Publications
918 W. Terrell, Fort Worth, Texas,

U.S. A.

Would you like to receive hundreds
of Fi:ee sample magazines on Astrology, Psycholo!!y, New-Thought. Numerology, Occultism, Rosicrucianism,
etc .Send 15 cents for «Advanced
Thought Index» and Mystic World
Magazine, six months and the other
publications will be sent free.

ROWELL PUBLICATIONS
Box 456,

London, Ontario, Canada

:ZEN'fRAL BLAT1
FUR ASTROLOGISCHE FORSCHUNG

ZEN IT

HERAUSGEBER UND SCHRIFTLEITER
DR. H. KORCH
.
DUSSELDORF, KEPLERSTR. 11.
BEZUGPREIS : JAEHRLICH 10.-M

WBHRES LEBEJ ASTRALE

WARTE

ZEITSCHRIFT FUR SEELISCHE
KULTUR-LEBENS
und HEILREFORM
SHRIFTLEITER: Willy Dobberkau
Kotzschenbroda-Sachsen
H:ERAUSGEBER: Rudolf Besser.
BEZUGPREIS, Halbjahrlich M 4

NATURWEGE DER ERKENNTNIS

Herausgeber und Verantwortl
Schriftleiter
A. FRANK GLAHN
Ersclbeint MonatlichBezngspreis YzJahr Mk 3.40
Verlag und Expedition:
URANUS-VERLAC
WEMMINGEN, Bayern.

Mir-a cle Health Food
A PERFECT and NATURAL FOOD, containing all the
elements which are essential to repair the daily waste of the body, and
the wear of mental and physical forces; this food contains the materials
in the right proportions for building the brain, bone, and muscle.
Send me a Freewill: Offeri11 g, now, ::ind
tructions, telling you bow to make aucl to
as you are satisfied that it is all and more
as your sense of :i ustice prompts yon-the
spreading the work.

I will send you my complete insuse Miracle Health Food. _<\s soon
than I claim for it, send such sum
funds so received will be used for

FREE-With ever.Y order, a Health and Longevity Secret
Remit by cheque or Money Order. International Money Ordtrs
to be made payage on Jacksonville, Fla. U.S.A. All orders receive
prompt and personal attention.
JAMES E. Mc MAHEL (Pub.)
White House, Florida, U.S. A.
Lock Box 41-A.

Astrologische Rundschau
Zeitschrift fiir astrologische F orschung
Organ der Astrologischen Gesellschaft in Deutschland
Address: Theosophisches V erlagshaus, Leipzig.
Annual subscription : Mark. 12.

A COURSE OF 24 LESSON::l BASED ON THE TEACHINGS OF THE
BHAGAVAD GITA
Practical Instructions in Occultism (Yoga)
1. The Preliminary of Shutting Off 13. The Equilibrium of Life-Death.
from the Sense-World .
14. Into Life Sacrifice Death.
On the Mastery
Anger.
15. F urther on « Shutting Off from
3. Never Regret-Gnev.e Naught.
the Sense-World».
4. On the Purpose of Life.
5. Seeing the Soul.
16. Prevention of the Flow of Prana.
G. Tasting the Soul.
17. Life is Not a Slave to the Breath.
7. Contacting the Soul-Lives.
18. Regeneration Through Fasting.
8. Conquest of the Kingdom.
19. Mortification and Detachment of
!-J. Government by Leadership.
10. Inhibition of Thought by Silence.
the Heart.
11. The Sound That Resounds
21. Using the Breath Rhythm.
Through the Soul.
22. Eliminating W OITy.
12. What You Have to Do While
23. Raj a Yoga.
Cultivatine- the Silence.
24. Do What Thou Wilt.
FEE £ 10.00.00

THE LA.TENT LIGHT CULTURE, TINNEVELLY, INDIA

6f!WW!W.WW&i A

Articles on
Astrology, Numerology, Palmistry, Graphology
Theosophy, Rosicrucianism, Psychic Philosophy, Spirit Phenomena
Mysticism
With a Digest of the Latest News in
Psychic Research and Occult Interests
THEE OCCULT DI GfiST

Monthly 25 c.

1900 North Clark Street, CHICAGO. U.S. A.
Subscription - 3.00 Dollars a Year - in the U.S.A. and Canada
3.50 Dollars Foreign

WHERE ARE THOSE " MEnlUMS " ?
AND LEADING AUTHORS, LECTURERS, RESEARCHERS,
PERIODICALS, CAMPS, SOCIETIES, ET C...
Sl3B

HAR.TM ANN' S

INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY O F P SYCHIC
SCIENCE AND S PIRIT UA LISM
Publi:shed. Annually - Send fo r 1931 edition.
1.00 dollar
This is the Age of Psychic Science
Investigate and become convinced of Survival
THE OCCULT PRESS.
Box 43, S.
JAMAICA, N. Y., U.S.A.

MODERN ASTROLOGY

THE NEW YORK ASTROLOGER

The Gr eat English Astrological
Review found ed by Alan Leo in 1890
Editress : Mrs. ALAN LEO.
Price : Oi: c Shilling net
Annual SubscripLion: Post-Free,13/MODERN ASTROLOGY OFFICES
Imperial Buildings-Ludgate Circus
LONDON E. C. 4

A Scholarly pel'ioclical in popular
language, with a sense of humor
and a literary flair. A brilliant
group of con t ribu tors fro m all
parts of the world. One dollar a
year.
Published quarterly
Single coptes 35 cents
ELIZABETH ALDRICH
136, West 12th Street
NEW-YORK, U.S.A.

THE CHURCH OF
THE NEW•AGE
MAGAZINE
Spreading the New Age Teachings
Subscription: 12 copies 3/6 post
free. U. S. and Canada 14 copies
Dollar post free.
The Editor:
Church of the New Age, Raby Street
MANCHESTER. ENGLAND

AllE YOU

S E EI{I NG TRUTH
Koreshanity solves all universal
riddles. Gives the true answers to
the questions of life, death and immortal attainment.
Literature free. Write

The Guiding Star Publishing House
Estero, Lee co., Florida, U. S. A.

PSYCHIC WORLD MONTHLY
Founded by Chas H. Leitenberg.
Now published by
Je1111ie M. DA.WES KI R K E I,
Edi101•

663 N. 12th S t. P biladelpl1ia, Pa
U. S. A.

Subscriptlo us 1.25 dollar a year
(Foreign)-Domestic 1 dollar
NO'l'E. - Spiritualism carries a
great truth. Same is being told fearlessly and intelligently by a group
of truth seekers in the above publication. One of the oldest <Lefenders
of Spiritualism in America.

THE MOON'S SIGN BOOK

'l'h e Pla,nct a1•y dally guide fo1• air
BY LIEWELIN GEORGE
Pointg the Way to Success

Farmers, gardeners, fruit growers,
poultry raisers will find in it directions f or using planetary vibrations
t o incr ease and improve production.
Business people find it a decided aid
in th e development of important
ven tm es. lt is a Moon's Sign Book.
Gives t he Moon's phases, signs and
el ates on which to act for best re- ·
i sulLs. 1'llese elates are calculated
' fr um kn own plane tary positions and
based on established astrological
facts. Tbe 25th. annual edition for
1930 is striking Send for a copy
today ancl begin at once to
Act in Harmony with Natural Law
(130 pages catalog FREE)
Llew ellyn Publishing Company

Astrological Bldg.,
8921 T.S. National Blvd., Palms,
Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

The Rosicrucian Digest
«COVERS THE WORLD»

(Formerly « The Mystic Triangle »)

Official International Magazine of theW orld-wide Rosicrucian Order
25 c. per copy

AMORC
.
Three dollars per year

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE SUPREME COUNCIL OF AMORC
THE ROSICRUCIAN ORDER
Rosicruc i a n

P a rk

-

S an

Jose.

Cal. -

u.

s. A,

A \VAKEN the bi tlden,
t hat Iie : lee ping
'WITHI N YO L' . ,Jus t the rig-lit
t l•onghl , the rig·ht mom ent of cen(e :1L ra tion or n11 appea l to t he inn er
s0lf - anrl 11 10 cli1· i lle p owe r wilh in
yo u ri ses t o u r. bnit;i posEibilities.
T :: e rt osiuuci ans , a m ost i 11ustr io us
rr at e1 ni ty of sao·ts, ha1•e j) l'CSel' \'e,1
the grc:1 t mys' i r knowl edge of all
ages. T he:1 offer to YOl' n. n: e::ins of
folflllin g .vour head's de:i1e fo r
"r
TL\ DlA T HJ<.;.AC':rn,
autl
- yon WAKT
tl 1es:i - .ro11 Cl\ l-J l1a1·e them.
cl ornrn11t powe rs

FR EE BOOX. T ELLS STORY
'J'o tl ·e s incei c »::> e';c r, a copy of fl :c
«Ul' HT 01•'
showing· lii m
y. a;-, will l; e se nt WlTHOCT
OP U U A'l' J N . i'[ ei ely ac1cl1 p:;;; n let-[ er, :::s'.:ing for this

LI BRAR IAN V J.I.
Ro s:crucian Brotherhood
( Al\WRC)

California

